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ABSTRACT

The retearch program underway at the University of Illinois at Chicago,

whose mair' ,jal is the development of coherent x-ray sources in the kilovolt

range, is Ji -scribed. The new femtosecond source developed under the equip-

ment grai t provided by the Air Force has been placed In operation.



I. Discussion of Research Progress

A basic and long-standing problem in the field of coherent sources is

that associated with the generation of coherent energy in the extreme ultra-

violet and soft x-ray regions. During the last three years, picosecond rare

gas halogen (RGH) excimer laser technology, on account of the very favorable

scaling relationships governing the spectral brightness of these sources, has

emerged as a key factor in new techniques useful for generation of coherent

radiation below 100 nm. In the program discussed in this report, which has

explored the research topics listed in Appendix A, the operation of RGH sys-

tems has been extended down into the femtosecond region, a development-that

will enable sources with peak powers P in the 1TW < P < 1OTW range to be used

in physical studies. Light sources of this kind should permit the generation

of focal intensities above - 1020 W cm 2 . Appendix B details the properties

of the femtosecond KrF* (248 nm) source provided for under this grant.

Recent research findings1 lead to the conclusion that the direct multi-

photon excitation of appropriate amplifying media with high spectral bright-

ness ultraviolet sources is the most promising choice for the generation of

short wavelength radiation in the kilovolt range. In addition to satisfying

the demanding energy density requirements generally called for to create

amplification in the x-ray range, this method of excitation utilizes the

coherence obtainable from RGH sources to enhance the coupling strength and

provide selectivity in the energy flow 2 ,3. No alternative method under study

has this feature. The application of this technique to the x-ray region

- requires an extended study of the- basic character of high order nonlinear

processes in the ultraviolet in an intensity range corresponding to radiating
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field strengths E greater than an atomic unit (e a ). This class of physical

'hanisms, which, under appropriate conditions, appears to involve

.lered electronic motions in the atom, has been recently shown to exhibit

.,.-prising characteristics. These features suggest that entirely new

pproaches for the efficient production of x-rays are feasible.

Our work involves a program of activities, involving both experimental

-nd theoretical components, to explore the physical processes relevant to

ie basic question of coherent x-ray production. This includes measurements

7 ions4 ,5 , electrons6 , and photons in addition to a theoretical effort con-

itrating on the character of high order multiquantum coupling in the inten-

I regime above 10 1 7 W cm2 . In addition, attention is given to closely rel-

as-ed issues involving the spectroscopy of multiply excited atomic states and

I e properties of electron collisions. Detailed discussions on the relevant

t-ch'nical issues are contained in Appendices C - H.

We believe that the results of these basic measurements will provide

important information on the properties of inner-shell systems useful for

:4 h energy x-ray production. A three-year program of research is envisaged,

principal goal of which is the development of an x-ray laser in the kilo-

lt range. If the program of studies described in this document is success-

and develops along the expected lines, the feasibility of laboratory

::-ale coherent sources in the x-ray range will be established and a demons-

:'ation model will have been constructed and placed in operation. It is also

anticipated that such a device will prove to be compact, rugged, and moderate

in cost.
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11. Co-nclusions

:.-perimental results obtained over the last several years demonstrate

thac tdight tunablei coherent radiation in the 10 nm to 100 nm spectral range

can be generated with the use of high spectral brightness (RGH) laser sys-

tems. Strong evidence, consisting primarily of the known scaling properties

of f systems, the" discovery of anomalous nonlinear radiative coupling to

c,-. heavy materials, and the availability of an atomic mechanism for

se Ave inner-shell excitation, supports the conclusion that these results

ca-. ', extended to the kilovolt spectral region. Elementary considerations

led t the conclusion several years ago that peak powers in excess of 10 1 2 W

can be generated with relatively modest scale RGH systems of special high

brightness design. The presently available femtosecond pulse technology,

which is clearly applicable to the ultraviolet region, rigorously underlines

this -,iew and appeazr_. to make peak powers near 10 TW feasible. With instru-

ment.- :.ion of that ki'td, a program of basic physical studies can be performed

n intensity c e exceeding i020 W cm2 . At such an intensity, the peak

elE -sic field oc, te coherent driving wave approaches the unprecedented

w~i:, of - 100 e/a,. In such an extreme environment, which is impossible to

g,--.- -:-te by any other known means, it is likely that physical processes never

pr .-..:-;usly observed will be detected.

energy densities of the scale stated above, an atom experiences a

vi , t perturbation that has important features in common with certain well

st ! d collisional phenomena such as ion-atom collisions, 7 , 8 electron-ion

crc.'# -ions, and bedAm-foil interactions. Indeed, in the case of beam-foil

co]]. sions, a radi -ive environment at an intensity of 3 x 1018 W cm2 at Af

u! t r-violet wavelenth approximates, in several important respects, the

cul., i ns a raV i.v en ir nm n at a n e s t«f3 
x 1 1 

t A
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condit- ions associated with the passage of an argon Ion through a carbon foil

with i kinetic energy of - 1 GeV. This rough similarlty leads to the consi-

denk.: .,i of the concept 9 of an "optical solid" in which stationary atoms in a

sufi i.t.tly intense radiative field will experience an interaction comPar-

abl, 1-) that of energetic ions traversing solid matter. A natural expecta-

ti o ,an extreme level of excitation. In addition, the coherence of the

radi. environment is expected to introduce a measure of control on the

en .', ' ",ansfer t.hat will markedly increase the efficiency of energy flow

ove,' normally characteristic of incoherent means of excitation.

, work outlined in this report has as its goal the development of an

x-r-, I;er in the kilovolt range. If this program is successful, the feasi-

bili. (o. laboratory scale coherent sources in the x-ray range will be esta-

bli ', . Furthermore, in this event, we believe that the concepts we are

exp! ;,i have the clear potential of being engineered into compact and

ruq((c:t (1,-vices. This achievement will, perforce, serve an immense range of

appli --J.ons involving the micro-characterization of condensed matter, and

may influential in our future understanding of the natural world as the

dis ' of the ]i.,rht microscope was in its day three hundred years ago.

*gE*
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SUB-PICOSECOND KrF' EXCIMER LASER SOURCE

A. P. S,-i arzenbach, T. S. Luk, I. A. McIntyre, U. Johann, A. McPherson,
K. Boyer, and C. K. Rhodes

dartment of Physics, University of Illinois at Chicago
P. 0. Box 4348, Chicago, Illinois 60680

ABSTRACT

A KrF* ' -ser system capable of producing 23 + 2 mJ in pulses of 450 +

1 .,0 fsec , .tion (59 + 24 GW) is described. Efficient extraction of the72
s tored ene : j,, in the final amplifier is demonstrated at - 10 mJ cm - 2 , thus

-,iiowing t' -It: nonlinear losses in the amplifying medium up to intensities of

20 GW cm ,.'e not significant.

-1
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Considerable interest exists in the development of high power ultravi-

olet (UV) sources for use in-areas such as surface science, 1 the study of

atomic nonlinear phenomena 2 and for use n multiphoton pumping of vacuum

ultraviolet 3 and X-ray lasers 4 Systems based on rare-gas halide (RGH) exci-

mer amplifiers have been used in the past to produce high power UV pulses

* with picosecond durations (5 - 8). Recent advances in subpicosecond laser

technology have now allowed researchers to more fully utilize the broad gain

1 -1
bandwidth of RGH excimer systems [e.g. - 3.4 nm (- 550 cm ) in KrF* (9)1 in

order to produce high power UV pulses in the subpicosecond regime. A system

based on amplification in XeCl* at 308 nm was recently reported to have pro-

duced 10 mJ pulses of - 350 fsec duration (10).

This letter reports the operation of a subDicosecond high power laser

system based on KrF* amplifiers which has produced pulses of 23 + 2 mJ and

450 + 150 fsec duration at 248 nm. The method used to generate the 248 nm

seed pulses is shown schematically n Figure (1). A mode-locked, frequency

doubled Nd:YAG laser (Quantronix 416) operating in the cw-mode is used to

pump synchronously a passively mode-locked dye laser (Coherent 702). The

dye laser uses a 4 x 10- 2 M solution of Pyridine 2 in ethylene glycol and the

saturable absorber employed is a 2 x 10- 5 M solution of HITCI, also in ethy-

lene glycol. The dye laser is tuned to 745 nm using a single plate birefrin-

gent filter and is cavity dumped at a rate of 3.8 Miz. A continuous train of

~ 1 psec pulses is produced which has an average power of 40 mW.

These pulses are fed into a fiber-grating compressor which employs a 1

m length of single-mode, polarization-preserving fiber with a 3.2 um core

diameter (ITT 1605) and a 600 line mm- I holographic grating which is double-

passed using a prism retroreflector. Approximately 25% of the incident radi-

ation is passed through the fiber, and with a grating efficiency of -40%

[ - _
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per pass, the average power after compression is 1.5 aW. The compressed

pulse shows an autocorrelatlon FWHM of 380 fsec (Fig. 2), a value correspond-

ing to a duration of 250 fsec if a sech2 pulse shape is assumed.

Single pulses are amplified in a two-stage dye amplifier which is

transversely pumped by a frequency-doubled, Q-switched Nd:YAG laser (Quantel

3YG 580). The amplifier cells contain a 10- M solution of Oxazine 750 in pro-

pylene carbonate /methanol and a solid saturable absorber (Schott glass

RG850, I mm) is placed between the cells to reduce amplified spontaneous

emission (ASE). The amplified 745 nm pulse typically has an energy of around

130 PJ and the pulse length, measured using a noncollinear second harmonic

technique (11,12), is - 270 fsec. The ASE content is about 5% of the energy.

The averaged spectrum of 50 shots is shown in Figure (3a) and that of a

sinle shot in Figure (3b). The single shot spectrum is found to vary consid-

erz.'y from pulse to pulse, but the pulse length remains between 260 - 290

fseec, about twice the transform limit.

The 745 nm radiation is converted to a wavelength suitable for excimer

amr-'ification by frequency doubling to 372 nm in KDP and then sum-frequency

mix:1ig the fundamental with its second harmonic in a second KDP crystal.

Bor'n crystals are cut for type I phase matching and an appropriate waveplate

is iired to orient the polarizations of the 372 nm and 745 nm beams parallel

to -one another before entering the mixing crystal. The lengths of the cry-

stals were carefully chosen, since they have to meet conflicting require-

ment,2. In order to match the phase-matched bandwidth of the crystal with

the broad bandwidth of the incident radiation and also to reduce tne effects
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of group velocity dispersion (the generated pulse falling behind the generat-

*i ag pulses), a short crystal is necessary. On the other hand, long crystal

lengths are desired for efficient frequency conversion. The doubling crystal

ii<ed is 3 mm long and the mixing crystal 0.5 mm long. The 745 nm radiation

iO-icrent on the doubler has an intensity of 10 GW cm2 without focussing which

'- :;Uts in a 10% second harmonic generation efficiency. Conversion in the

'se' is lower, around 5%, so the energy of the 248 nm seed pulse is about

nJ. No surface damage on either crystal has been observed while working

with this intensity.

The 2 mm diameter 248 nm seed beam is then passed through the first of

two KrF*am-lifier stages (a Lambda Physik MSC EMG 201 with the mirrors

-- aced by Brewster angle CsF 2 windows) in which the gain is measured to be

, 1000. However, due to poor beam quality from the amplifier and dis-

tc- ion of the beam profile in the discharge, only about 80 pJ is passed by a

uq.- tal filter consisting of a 1 m focussing lens, a 250 Um pinhole and a 4 m

1 !mating lens. The pinhole is placed in a 1 m evacuated tube in order to

A1 the possibility of self-phase modulation in the focal region observed

].ri (10). However, the signal to ASE contrast after the spatial filter is

Ilent, being > 600:1. Earlier measurements on the distortion introduced

the amplifier showed that the focussability of a diffraction limited beam

tould be reduced to twice the diffraction limit after passing through the

* EMG 201 amplifier (Figure 4).
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The expanded be-am (2 cm x 2 cm) is then passed through a second amplif-

ier .- Lambda Physik :MG 200) after which 23 + 2 mJ are readily observed in a

shorC pulse with uv, to 27 mJ being detected. An aperture is placed in front

o_. the energy mete, (a Gentec PRJ-M) to pass only the amplified beam. With

t:- 48 nm seed U ,i blocked, this arrangement detects only 3 - 5 mJ ASE.

Th.-, the energy coi.trast ratio is better than 5:1. Previous measurements on

. 'MG 200 showei .at this amlifier introduced no beam distortion.

The linewidth the amplified pulse is measured to be 5.8 X. The pulse

l-i,.;1-h of the amp ....ied 248 nm beam was measured by using a single pulse,

.-- correlation -;,chnique. An amplified 248 nm pulse was mixed with its

"7 nm fundament -- 270 fsec) in a I mm KDP crystal using a noncollinear

geomietry to obt the difference frequency. The evaluation of the cross

c-r ,lation sign. )72 nm) showed a pulse duration of 450 + 150 fsec for the

2 rim pulse aft, r he first excimer amplifier.

Monitoring implified 248 nm output on a photodiode (Hamamatsu R

*:1 XJ and Tektroni: 7912 AD transient digitizer) allows examination of the

1-_ ,.7ior of the 'n the presence of the subpicosecond seed pulse. As can

?:Teen in Figure,: '), the ASE is clearly reduced after passage of the seed

? ', indicatin: 'I.-t saturation of the second amplifier is taki.nq place.

_2
* -xtracted el density is - 10 mi cm and, significantly, the Brewster

. _ 2
-; output windJ -is exposed to an intensity of - 15 GW cm- without exper-

V ir',i.ng any damage. This is an important result since it indicates tnat the

: -.ed energy ca, 'e extracted efficiently from the gain medum, even on

sx short time-'_,. es, and therefore scaling upwards to larger aot-rture

a:ifiers will . w efficient amplification to terawatt power levels.

% % -. . ~0
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In conclusion, we have demonstrated the operation of a 25 mJ KrF*source

o L' high spectral brightness with a pulse duration of 450 + 150 fsec, nomi-

nally delivering an optical peak power of - 60 GW. The ability to saturate

the excited KrF medium has been proved and improvements to the beam peak

pol-er and focussability are in progress. Even without these improvements

-' h- beam has been focussed to - 1016 W cm2 and used to yield new results in

": and electron spectra produced by multiphoton ejcitation of atomic spe-

uiz.- (13).
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Figure Captions

Schematic showing the dye laser and amplification system used to gener-

ate the seed pulses at 248 nm.

".';utocorrelation trace after pulse compression. The pulsewidth is

deduced from the autocorrelator signal assuming a sech2 pulse shape.

?) Average spectrum of 50 shots of the amplified 745 nm pulse, showing a

linewidth~of 60 R.
h) Single shot spectrum of an amplified 745 nm pulse. Horizontal scale

the same as in a).

4. ) Showing the beam profile of the focus of a diffraction-limited beam on

a Reticon after passing through an MSC EMG 201 amplifier without the

discharge running.

Showing the same as a)-but with the amplifier-switched on. Note the

increased soot size.

'howing the output from the second amplifier. Note how the ASE is

educed aftE - 'he short pulse, showing a depletion of the upper level.
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though several alternative approaches
are currently being evaluated, over the
last few years our work has centered on
the use of high-power ultraviolet lasers
to serve as the source of excitation and

MAu1tiphoton Ionization of Atoms orlna de
the needed physical coupling. In order to

evaluate whether this idea could work,
Charles K. Rhodes q. we began our study of multiple quantum

ionization.
A simple representation of the overall

process is illustrated in Fig. 1. Obvious-
The h of the laser made possi- is little doubt that major areas of applica- ly, if Aw, is in the kilovolt range and if

ble the , ital study of the nonlin- tion would include basic materials re- Aw represents an ultraviolet quantum,
ear intei i radiation with matter. search, microelectronics, biology, and, processes with values of N exceeding
And, sub-, !,ntly, over the last two indeed, any field that requires structural 100 must occur with appreciable proba.
Sdecades, 'k iderable field of activity information of solid matter on an atomic bility in order for this mechanism to be
has devel,' round that basic prob- scale. Since the peak spectral brightness useful. Therefore, a single fundamental
lem, whi,, oe represented generical- of an x-ray laser is expected to be on the question emerges: What are the basic
ly by the order of one trillion times greater than physical principles that establish the lim-

* (1) any alternative means, it would be an it on N?
ideal source of radiation for these pur- When we began to study this question.

in which iN o ons lead to the excitation poses. At the same time, it is undisputed no relevant experimental data on this
of a targc.. ;,,n or molecule X. For that matter, under appropriate condi- matter existed. This was particularly
generali'y -: 'xcited product X* can tions, can provide the amplification in true for radiative field strengths (E) in
denote )aind or continuum mo- the x-ray range (Aw - 103 to 10 eV) the vicinity of an atomic unit, e/al,
tions ol t r. ..unstituent particles. This
article will 'h with certain recent find-
ings conc .nultiphoton ionization. Summar. Studies of multiphoton ionization of atoms have revealed several
The conte. this physical study, how- unexpected characteristics. The confluence of the experimental evidence leads to the
ever, rela (: t'kctly to another problem hypothesis that e basic character of the atomic response involves highly organized,
of generm tu lamental significance and coherent motions of entire atomic shells. The important regime. for which the radiative
one that has d: an important influence field strength Is greater than an atomic unit (e4. can be viewed In approximate
on the dui-,,, and purpose of work at co e with the physics offast (approxImat 10 MOeV per atomc mam unit)
the Univef-;,., of Illinois at Chicago. atom-atom scattering. This physcal picture pmvkes a basis #or the expectation that
That probier -,)ncerns the development stimulated emission in the x-ray range can be poduced by direct, highly nonlinear
of a laser at ' ray wavelengths, a long- coupling of ultraviolet radiation to atoms.
sought goal.

Historical',,r. the initial discussions of
coherent ,-.<,cation in the x-ray range that is necessary to construct a coherent where a* is the smallest Bohr radius.
(1) and noj ,i.'r atomic emission (2) and source. However, the achievement of Extant theoretical work, however, pre-
absorpti, f .A appeared more than 20 those suitable conditions has proven to dicted ridiculously low rates for high-
years ag,,, i-ntirely independent cir- be a formidable task. order processes and. if believed, would
cumstan•e cently, however, these The difficulty in generating amplifica- automatically lead to the conclusion that
two area' inquiry have become tion at a quantum energy of I key is my proposal to utilize a mechanism.
strongly link, and it now appears that apparent from the general requirement, such as that shown in Fig. I. is prepos-
the achiew,. mt of the former may de- established by basic physical reasoning. teros. These earlier theories, however,

. pend, at V. . in one possible represent&- that extraordinarily high specific power were based on rather restrictive assump-
tion, on .intain basic properties of the densities, on the order of 1014 Wcm3 or tions concerning the basic nature of the
latter. greater, be applied in a carefully con- electronic motions governing the nonlin-

The signi&ance of the x-ray laser goal trolled way (1, 5). How can thes neces- ear amplitudes. On the other hand, sev-
is easily stwed. A spectrally bright sary conditions best be produced? It is end years ago I found it possible to
source of cwliation in the x-ray region generally understood (1, 5) that a high construct a class of high-order process-
-would be uns, i ipssed (4) in its ability to effective brightness source of excitation es, involving certain types of atomic
microvisuah, " condensed matter. There and an appropriate physical coupling motions, in which the rates would be

mecbanism are the key requirements for enously enhanced. Are such motions
Mw t is "," '~ m er p~O , ut -& the succesful creation of the conditions posa? I now believe that the method

M' MOMq. for amplification in the x-ray ange. Al- used to calculate those original estimates-73TM
• , %. ,' . , ,c-. ,'--.2,.,a? F-, %'', :."""e'..', ",..2'...2 -:%: ' -.- ,,.N,,rZe''''
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was in many ways incorrect, although W(13). This unexpected result, of ourse,
_ the'concusion derived may not be. In stimulated further studies.

.. caethba.qustIn experiments to determine the roleany caie, the basic question had been 'A-, --- I qeue

raised and resolution of the issue could Is of atomic structure on the coupling

only come from experiment, mecianism, the ionic spectra of several
- - elements from He (Z - 2) to U (Z - 92)

SSte were studied (6-9). A typical ionic spec-- Studis trum for Xe, produced by 193-nm radia-
y tm tion at an intensity of about 10 W/cum

hidamna phsica a mecaegriment oWith Pulses Of about 5 psec in duration. is
fundamental physical measurement illustrated in Fg. 4. The presence of all
founded respectively on the speco- --- -- x, chargstates up to XeS, the first five of
copy of (i) ions. (ii) electrons, or (iii) which have approximately comparable
photons, that can be used to unravel the abundances, is immediately noted. An
natum of the physical processes in- overal summary of the ionic species
volved in the nonlinear interactions un- " registered in the survey of the atomic

: ., der study. In our work we have used io o- 41916 reitee inthsreyoftetoi
d t n r w v ed number dependence is presented in Fig.

charge- state spectra, photoelectron erw- .tr 5. Here, the maximum observed energy
ergy spectra, and the properties of scat- Fg. I. Simple representation of an atomic transfers are on atere radatio. Amng hese trasfer Am n ascale of several hun-
tered radiation. Among these, the mea- multiquantum process involving the absowrp- dred electron volts for certain heavy
surement of ion charge-state spectra un- ticn of N ultraviolet quanta (AQ) to produce materials.der cllison-E condtion proidesa mppropriate upper stte X0 that is ivertedmtrawith rspect upp thepopulatin i a erede One of the salient features of the data

simple, unambiguous experimental test x, Since a kilovolt enery scale is assumed is the apparent influence of atomic shell
that gives direct information on the scale for A*, N X I and X* and X, will generaly structure (6) on the observed ion spectra.
of the energy-tmnsfer rate between the lie far above the ionization eegy ot the This dependence is manifested promi-
radiation field and the atom. Therefore, neutral atomic ground-state system X. nently in the behavior of the heavier rare
as a first step, such experiments were gases. For Ar, Kr. and Xe. the maximum
performed. The results of these initial that technical advances in femtosecond charge states observed correspond to the
studier were surprising, for it was from ultraviolet laser technology should en- complete removal of certain outer atom-
measurements (6, 7) of this kind that the able peak intensities, for coherent ener- ic subshells. Indeed, for these materials

. first suggestions of an anomalously gy, to be produced in the range of 10;0 to they are the 3p, the 4p, and both the Ss
strong coupling for high-order processes 1021 Wlcm2.This would represent a radi- and 5p shells, respectively.
(N - 100) were obtained. ation field amplitude of about 100 E and, The hint provided by the role of the

The general class of physical process- in terms of energy density, would be shell structure led to the hypothesis that
es stiudked in those experiments examin- equivalent to that produced by a black- it was mainly the number of electrons in
ing ion charge-state spectra (X9 ) was body with a temperature close to 10 keV, the outer subshells that governed the

which is an environment characteristic coupling. A measurement of the re-
,y + X - X + qe- (2) of thermonuclear sources. Although all sponse of elements in the lanthanide

Some of the apparatus used in the work the experiments to date have been con-, region, with the use of a method involv-
descritxd below is illustrated in Fig. 2, ducted in the range of E- , consid- ing laser-induced evaporation (14) to
which shows the 193-nm ultraviolet laser erable attention in the discussion below provide the material, enabled this view
system, the time-o-flight ion spectrome- will be given to this interesting and im- "to be checked. From La (Z = 57) to Yb
ter, and the time-of-flight electron ana- portant regime for which E 0 . (Z - 70) in the lanthanide series, aside
lyzer ' iable ultraviolet laser technol- A prominent feature of the studies of from slight rearrangements (15) involv-
ogy makes the performance of such stud- the ion-charge spectra was the unusually ing the 5d shell for Gd (Z - 64), 4f
its convenient, since extraordinarily strong nonlinear coupling characteristic electrons are being added to interior re-
N brightness and, therefore, unusually of certain heavy materials (6-9), a fea- gions (16) of the atoms. The data iflus-
law focused intensities are possible ture that was apparent even at intensities trated in Fig. 5 for Eu (4f76s2) and Yb
with these laser sources. Initially, stud- in the vicinity of 10" Wlcm2 . These (4f462), which differ by seven 4 elec-
ias (6) of the process represented by Eq. experiments clearly demonstrated that trons, indicate that these inner electrons
2. a subclass of the general reaction in standard theoretical techniques were in- play a small role in the direct radiative.
Eq. l, were conducted with 193-nm rdi- capable, by a discrepancy as great as coupling, a fact that is in rapport with the
"_io at an intensity of approximately several orders of magnitude, of describ- observed dependence on the outer-shell
10" W/cmI. ing the observed charge-state spectra. A structure.

Fissre 3 illustrates the range of inten- resemblance was perceived between the The intensity dependence of these ion
asky that has been explored over the past observed ion charge-state spectra and spectra was also examined (8, 9). Over
2 year ong with a projection of the those known to be characteristic of Au- the range of intensities studied (-101-5 to
experimental reome that should become ger cascades (7-10). lI addition, subse- 10' 7 Wlcm2), higher intensity generally

" availe over a comparable period ir the quent work by us, as well as other stud- translated into an increased yield of ions
fatue Currently, peak intensities in the ies (1], 12) conducted at wavelengths of of a particular charge, although not nec-

of 10" to 107 W/cm' can be pro- 1.06 and 0.53 pm, confirmed the anoma- essarily an increase in the maximum
dAced with pulM having a duration of a ous nature of the coupling strength. charge state observed. For example, the
Saw piceconds at a wavelength of 193 There was no doubt that the findings of ion Xes +, with closed-shell ground-state
O me. At this itesity, the electric field F4 these experients were. clearly in con- (17) configuration 4d'O, was the greatest
, is com..M :be to an atomic unit. Further- tradiction to all theoretical treatments, of charge- state detected at approximately

sm. as showa in FWg 3. it is believed which, there is a -considerable number 10"6 W/cm2 and, although its abundance
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increased at about 1017 W/cm 2, no Xe' continuum lines. new sharp photoelec- cesses, is shown in higher resolution in
appeared at thd higher intensity. This tron features appear in the range from 8 Fig. 7.
observation has led to the interpretation to 22 eV at an intensity of about 105  Finally. further experimental evidence.
that the 5p and 5s electrons in Xe are the W/cm2. These lines have been assigned bearing on the mechanism of coupling is
ones that govern the direct coupling of to N4s0 Auger lines after excitation of present in the characteristics of certain
the atom to the ultraviolet radiation field, the 4d inner shell. The most prominent stimulat:d emission spectra that have

It was also possible to obtain informa- lines are those associated with N4. 10,0, been observed in Kr (23). In this case.
tion on the frequency dependence of the transitions, which terminate in the the states believed to be involved are
'oupling by comparing the results at 193 4dSs°Sp' double-hole state. This identi- those having multiple excitations and
,nm (8) with studies performed indepen- fication is predicated on the observation inner-shell excitations (24) in closely
dently at 1.06 and 0.52 I~m (12). This that their relative spacing, n0mber, and. coupled subshells, such as 4s4p'ni and
comparison, which was conducted for an to a somewhat lesser extent, relative 4s24p'nln'l •. As discussed below, this
intensity of about 1014 W/cm2 for both intensities fit well to values previously class of levels is of exactly the type
Kr and Xe, indicated that the energy reported (20) for such Auger transitions. expected to be strongly excited if certain
transfer rate was reduced at the longer Moreover, a total of eight electron lines highly organized atomic motions. which
wavelengths. is observed, representing a quartet of are consistent with both the ion charge-

Overall, the ion studies showed (i) pairs of transitions, all of which exhibit state and photoelectron spectra, are
anomalously strong nonlinear coupling the known (20) 4d,, to 4dja splitting in driven by the radiation field.
for certain heavy materials, (ii) an unmis- Xe of approximately 2 eV.
takable signature of atomic shell effects, The general trend (21. 22) of the elec-
And (iii) that energy transfer rates were tron spectrum for Xe as a function of Mechanism of Coupling
generally greater at shorter wavelengths intensity is illustrated in Fig. 6. The
of irradiation. Moreover, the experimen- appearance of a group of lines at an We are now in a position to interpret
tal evidence strongly suggested, at least intensity of about 101" W/cm' is attribut- the experimental findings in terms of a
in a first approximation, that the greater ed to Auger decay of 4d vacancies in the specific, although highly speculative,
fhe number of electrons in the outer atom. This spectral region (18), which is model for the atomic response. The main
shell, as designated solely by the princi- believed to represent N4.50 Auger pro- purpose of the description given below is
pal quantum number, the greater the
strength of the nonlinear coupling (6-9).

Since it is expected that the measure-
:nent of photoelectron energy distribu-
.ons could provide valuable information Fig. 2. Experimental ap-
,n die detailed nature of the electronic ai.tus used in the stud-

motions occurring in reactions such as is of multiphoton ioniza-
that shown in Eq. 2, experiments of that .- tion at the University of
'ype, performed under collision-free Illinois at Chicago. (a)
;'nditions, have been conducted (18. Output amplifier (left) of-ondtios, avebeenconuctd (8).the gigwatt 193)-nm pico-
*his expectation, indeed, appears to be second laser system; (b)
<)ne out. For example, substantial dif- ion time-of-flight spec-

fcrences in the electron distributions trometer; and (c) electron
produced by Ar and Kr were seen even tr-of-light spectrome-

though the ion spectra for these materi-
als are similar and show that the outer p
shell is completely stripped in both cases
(8, 9).
The most significant results now avail-

able, however, appear in connection
_ "qwith the behavior of Xe. Indeed, in con-

rant to Ar and Kr, the Xe electron
-nergy spectrum exhibits a dramatic

p change with increasing intensity of the
193-nm radiation in the range of 101" to
10"1 Wlcml. The fist ionization line,
which corresponds to two-photon ab-
sorption with an attendant photoelectron
energy of 0.7 eV, nearly disappears,
while the three-photon process, arising
fi continuum-continuum transitions
(19), becomes dominant. Furthermore.
the Anal-state distribution of the ions
goae-ted or the three-quantum process
has approlimately 30 percent in the ex-
cited 5r2W 2Pj state, with the renmin-
in 20 percent in the 5.05p "P1, ground-
level $me.

In addition to the ladder of continuum-
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-- Ig. 3..Repmmuiadm of es- tion by the radiative field, and a remain-
ow c and pOa1 0 f6u" 8W'q ins atomic core (b) for which direct cou-

I O olt able VA& higbIhaes ultra- p~ig to the radiation fiel is neglected
-,ob lo tea'-gy bJsk /:* w (Fig. 8). In this picture, coupling be-

* ROW obourvatim.s of anmalous pro- tween these two systems Cain occur,

ntooMt went ecdn at aPPnoxi- since the outer el could, through
::: .moldy q or ld C to

miswhi. o obiouly s iposibl, ctedstaesi al nown( tmonla aneatic under ths cndtionse tee to

bt mthe mo furnshmmefa (-m0otf Wktio the core. Simple estimates (9) indicate
a oosica be to with that for intensities korresponding to an

re"-a- : a tu ofts n. .ltePublne s iuts t our se elecstud eso cos de eaL enormous V cil-
ay ft n i nearalo otaisn about I J of eang ato)c Funrent densities j on the

handwhscale of in to i10s A/C could be
d-petemporarily established in the outer re-

(o t hi- an exact definitive analy- confpulratio , nising o doubly ex glons of the atom. For ultraviolet radia
twhic ow obviously is imposble- cited states is know n to if a ti under these conditions, the elec-
but rather, s a framework for the important role in pieaeo r sn e prons in the outer atomic shel can be
scresii 4ysical reasoning that should quantum potoionization. with this in. accelerated to mean kinetic enegies
reveai ue nature of these very non- wolpret, the resultsbi of aur studies of considerably higher than 10 eVr va-
ce C .isms. multun lM ionization simply indicate ue far above their respective bindiog

From ysis of the data now at a nonlinear analog o urthis bas td electron- energies (9). Furthermore, in the limit of
hand, wh include information on the i mechanism. high intensity, it is possible to formulate
depende on the atomic number Z In pl iple, the re nse of an atom an estimate of the coupling of the coher-
(6-, th . pensity. the frequency, and to a pulsed external fiml with an ampi- ently driven outer electrons with the
the pol nison, the following hypothe- tude acocly g r n atomic unit, if cal- remaining atomic core by relatively se -
sis has r,,eged as an approximate de- culated with full rigor in the framework pie procedures. This is now done at two
steiptio : the basic character of the of a time-dependent many-body theory levels of approximation, initially with the
electronic :ios involved in the osere copl craent the Possibility Of a nearly neglect of the influence of the coherence
cesses. n'_erall, the data strongly indi- unbounded level ofcompliation. There- characterizing the motion of the outer
cate that an organized motion of an en- fore. in order to advance our understand- electrons and, subsequently, with its in-

.)'. tire she lar a major fraction thereof, is ins of this problem, we must find a clusion.
directly invovdved in the nonlinear con- simpler approximate form of analysis. An estimate can now be furnished
piing. Wr hais picau ae, aomc An appropriately formulated treatment based simply on the magnitude of the
subsellt e envisaged as being tra that correctly repreents the bas c nature ambient current densityj. Since the elec-
sien. - n of coherent oscillation by of erectronic motions, however, should tron kinetic energies are considerably
grathe int-.n ultraviolet wave. With this e able to describe qualitatively the prin higher than their corresponding binding

type 01orong motion, the observed cipal cha acteristic of the experimental energies, it is possible to use a first-order
inreaa, :n the multiphoton coupling observations. . ee include the basic Born approximation (26) in a manner
strengi can be qualitatively related (8) coupling strength and resulting energy similar to that used to study electron
with the larger magnitude of the effective transfer rate, the shell effects, the origin collisions for K- and L-shell ionization

icharge involved in the interaction. In of the strong noniinearity, the frequency (27) and shell-specific ionization pro-
quantum _echanical language, an oscil- characteristics, and the ability to pro-s- cesses in highly charged ions (28). In
lating shell would be represented by a de atomic inner-shell excitation deed, in the case of Xe ions, measured

r, .., wave fu,- on of a multiply excited con In order to achieve that goal. we can cross sections for electron impact ioniza-

.figurtie:. In this way, a multielectron contemplate a relatively simple model (8, tion are available (29).-', -''. atom unacrgoing a nonlinear interaction 9) that is valid at sufficiently high intensi- In this elementary classical picture (9),

Irespond: . a fundamentally different ty. In this case, we imagine an atom the transition rate R can be written as
fash a that of a single-elctron composed of two parts: an outer shell of
c.€oun' . A class of multiply excited eletrons (a) driven in oherent oscilla-

"in which is the electronic charge and
a, is the cross section characterizing the

fee. ... .. u excitation of the atomic core by inelastic

Fag.4 (ee, Colison-reeto.tim~ofIigt sudrm o Xeprouce by193mn miiim eldctrn cosinisin roilte ofeur-

V- fh an 1" Jbo0 - 10 cm, thenhRftT e10r e
uAO-U p sec - '. Furthermore, if the rdiatively

' S i'"a g driven current density j is damped by
_b hes-st oa iT .aelectron emission in a time T on the order

-;'.'-- 2s b p y of about t0he seconds, which is an
. approximate time scale characterizing

o , _ * -- ** , * ,, autoionization, then the overall transi-
• tion probability P -. RT -' 6 x 10- 1, in-

",Fig T. 4 (e .Collision-fnft ion thoo-oflr-igl spetu of Xe p n r Pd by 193J-rm wradiation at dicating a significant probability of eoer-
NO. kileftit/ ofabout 10" W/cna wkh ul havinga dndo ofabout 5 pae. The disteo of gy transfer.
Me c. m gfm . "m peaks is caued by tle nona l - og isotpic awbutiu m of Xe.-TIe The charactrization of the outer-shell"

: M ult otoeo~tom*sc-eowbyl ka lea 93ncp.$(rtl)ionlam n Sip motion as a simple current density j,

. w'of t 1L observed chaWl stats as a fixction otf temi ufber Z, The rmi Ai P P oetan Hp-* however, does not take into account the
$wv~w ignal pleventcO the !"*species fir beinlg poiit idnife. -- fact that the electronic motions ar'e gen-

.%' %-
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era through pteraction with. a coher- -3-Overall time
ent wave. it is expected that the coher- of-15tk ihotelec-

ce associated with the motions of the Xt' ifon specum for Xe

outer-shell electnms inmduced by intense 0.1 to 100eV. The ma-

iradiation will have imporant conse- 0. 1s C t i he mi-

for the coupling of energy tscale is aplo• - .{t~-mai a factor o 2.
to atomic um shell that were ignored inaditio was a t 193
in the simple estimate given above. The -a aiti ause a1
influence of this type of coherent atomic =00 lino abot pa

motiox is now descr'bed in relation and a leas with a focal
to ceutain properties (31) of energetic of 2.5
(>10 MeV/amu) atom-atom collisions. Electon Sne,

The role of coherence in the motion of ,."ing fm tan

the outer electrons in the excitation of Xe* an he two

Lhe core is readily described in terms of 4 4V ircses am indi-
MOnCrletc atom-atom (A-B) collisions. In caed aloagwitha

this comparison (30), a oresponden e os I" eoup tentatively as-I~~leet~Ape asg (r I Auser fea-

is established, as shown in Fig. 8, be- 5urds u
!ween the scattering of the coherently

driven outer electrons (a) from the atom-
-core (b) and the respective interaction herently, and the contribution to the trons in outer atomic shells (a) can inter-

of the electrons in the projectile atom A cross section org, arising from the motion act with the remaining atomic core sys-
with the target atom B. Consider the of the electrons in atom A is increased by tem (b) in a manner closely analogous
process a factor of NA over that of a single to the atom-atom scattering described

A + B(O) -. A + B*(n) (4) electron at the same collision velocity v. above. If a PWBA description is used,
Equivalently, for sufficiently low mo- the cross section representing energy

in which A is a ground-state neutral atom mentum transfer such that Kao 4 A, the transfer can be written by inspection
with atomic number ZA and B*(n) repre- electron cloud acts as a coherent scatter- from Eq. 5 with ZA = 0. The basic physi-
sents an electronically excited configura- ing center with a mass NAm., a charge cal concepts are simply represented in
tion of the target system with quantum NAe - ZAe, a velocity v, and a kinetic the high field limit (E 0 el4, a regime in
numbers collectively represented by (n). energy NA( 112 nv 2). Significantly, be- which the driven electronic velocities
In the plane-wave Born approximation cause of the coherence, the single-parti- correspond approximately to those char-
fPWBA), the cross section a,,o can be cle energies (1/2 mv2) add so that, in acteristic of atom-atom collisions at a
*vitten in the form presented by Briggs principle, this value could be below the collision energy of approximately 10 Me-
and Taulbjerg (31) as magnitude required to produce the exci- V/amu. Therefore, the motion of these

SIre
4  tation of the target atom B. electrons can simulate the electronic col-

* , e=-" x In sufficiently high field strengths, it lisional environment that would occur in
appears that coherently accelerated elec- fast atom-atom encounters but with the

i01o (K)1I [IZA - jYOj < O I

V 6A >12 d!K
expOK -sO)r > i 3 (5) N501 01

,n which
":. . eK) = ( dri 4 (r,)exp(aXK r,)Xao,(r.)

(6) Fg. 7. Prominent transitions
(6) observed in the electron spec- 0.7

In Eqs. 5 and 6. e is the electron charge; trum of Xe iradaited at 193
ZA is the atomic number of the projectile nm am apprximtely 1015W/era2. Beot continuum-con
atom; Y is the relative atom-atom veloci- Imaum (4.f- Xe4, Xe) a.d
ty; j are orthonormal spin orbitals rep- tenativey assined Auger - I'
resenting the electrons on the projectile (N00) features sm apparut., 0.6
atom with spatial coordinate sA; J is the The tiuing between the dee 3/2 1 /2
statistical weight of the shell; K is the  shown by or icM areows,

momentum transfer in the collision; and have the cmmon vaule of N 4010 2 .3 NgO 10 2 .5
.a and *,& represent the electron wave about 2 eV, which is the known
functions ofthe target system as a fuic- 4d" to 4d earaiion in Xe. N i N5OO035 0.3
tion of the spatial variable rp. The sum- hahveray edges o the oa l I
mation over the index j appearing in Eq. served feaur t r esm i
S extends over all occupied orbitals so the true energies of the lines.I
that, in the limit K -o0, the summationI
tends to the number of electrons NA 0.1
associated with-theprojectile atom (31).
In the low-momentum transfer limit, in
which complete screening occurs, the 20 1 is 14 12 10
amplitudes of the electrons combine co- Elecfron energy (eV)
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important absence of, the nuclear Contri- Atom A Ato* aement with this conclusion becuse,
Ibution arising from the Z, term in Eq.5. as shown by the ion charge-state studies

- In order to see how this mechanism described above, the observed energy
would scale with the basic physical pa- zAtransfr rates for infrared and visible
rameters involved, we can now estimate radiation were reduced with respect to
the contribution of a., for inner-shell those charactenstic of the ultraviolet
excitation arising from coherently excit- range.
ed atomic shells. For this, Eq. 5 is taken f This simple model can also be used to
with ZA -0 and K.. restricted to estimate the threshold condition for 4d

.M i, flill the condition for corn- outm, he ) vacancy production in Xt. Although
plete shie dng. Further, Z, can be taken these initial results (18) do not constitute
to denote the number of electrons in the a proof of the mechanism involved, it is
outer she ls and Eq. 6 expanded for simply observed that energy transfer

"( in e customary fashion, so that Cor (b) from coherently driven valence-shell
only the lp-.ding dipole term xi. is re- electrons could produce such inner-shell
tained. F. i -ly, for a core excitation en- excitation. Furthermore, with the model
eITY AE vz put K.- AE~v, which is presented above, along with consider-
the condition that holds for AE much less ation of the known (29) inelastic electron
than the collision energy. With these scattering cross sections for Xe ions, an
modifications, the full coherent piece oL estimate can be made of the intensity at
can be vr'itt;.n as which such Auger lines should appear.

-. Inelastic scattering studies (29) show
,l~ -~ LI that the 4d excitation in Xe has a thresh-

E),,. K - old at about 67.6 eV that is closely
a resr' :- i with the exception of the Fig. S. Approximate correspondence between followed by a broad maximum at about
restri:_ )n K., and the Z2 factor, is (top) A-B atom-atom collision at relative ve- 100 eV. If the motion of the NA outer
exactly . form of the well-known result locity v and (bottom) coherent relative motion electrons in Xe is approximated as that
for ineiastic scattering of electrons on of outer-shell electrons (a) with respect to of free electrons, the maximum electron-core (b). For simplicity, the electrons in theatoms de~nloped by Bethe (32). The final bottom half of the figure are depicted as ic kinetic energy * can be written, in a
result, vc-!id for undistorted, mutually displaced charge distri- form that reexpresses Eq. 12, as

hA 'mc2  ~butions moving with relative velocity Y. The
- ~) )> 1 (8) nuclear charges of the projectile and target e, = (1.79 x IO-11)XIl (15)

- systems, ZA and Zs, respectively, are denoted with units of electron volts for e.,is ~ ~~~~~~~~in the atom-atom collisions. ihuiso lcto ot o ,

is imicrometers for Xt, and watts per square
c [(vIfme \] centimeter for I. The 4d threshold at

IV) c AE -sired kilovolt range. With the neglect of approximately 67.6 eV corresponds to an
relativistic corrections, the electron en- intensity I for single-electron motion of

(9) ergy can be expressed as about 10as W/cm2 , a value somewhat
in wi-. is the fine-structure constant. above that used in the actual experimen-

O. I;,s~y, all types of possible excit- t.-/2mv! (12) tal studies (18. 21) for photoelectron pro-
ed c- rations cannot fully benefit with the quantity v. representing the duction. However, if the picture of the
from type of coherent motion, velocity of induced electronic motion. coherent motion is valid, the single-parti-
regardh., of the field strengths used. For a free electron, the maximum value cle energy can be reduced, for a fixed
Indee. .;,? limitation can be estimated of Y., commonly known as the quiver threshold requirement, by a factor of Z1,
from Eq -. At sufficiently high intensity velocity, is given by which is the number of electrons partici-
in the limit v -- c, the maximum value of eE pating in the coherent outer-shell mo-
AE.. is given by ve = (13) tion. For Xe. previous ion studies (6, 8,

- 3.73 KeV (10) 9), data from which are shown in Fig. 4,
,, 9  .K (1 for a field with angular frequency w (33). indicated that Z, = 8 is a reasonable

The physical picture presented above For stated values of E and e, that fulfill value, which is the total number of elec-
also enables a statement concerning the the assumptions of the model, a frequen- trons in the n = 5 shell (5s5p'). This
frequency of irradiation w to be formulat- cy scale generally characteristic of those reduces the threshold intensity for 4d
ed. For the excitation of inner-shell physical conditions is now defined by vacancy production to approximately
states :a the kilovolt range by the quasi- combination of Eqs. II, 12, and 13. If we 1.2 x 10' s W/cm2, a value quite close to
free coherently driven motion of outer- take E a 3F4 to satisfy Eq. I I and that (- 10" Wlcm2) corresponding to the
shell electrons, two basic assumptions U, - I0' eV as reasonable values, then experimental appearance of the electron
are involved. The first, as noted above, lines presumed to arise from Auger de-
concerns the field strength E such that Wi = 303_Ct (14) cay shown in Figs. 6 and 7.the coo ,'ion

which is a frequency that corresponds toan ultraviolet wavelength of approxi- C onclusions
holds, enabling the electrons to be re- mately 200 nm. With this result, we are
garded as approximately free. The sec- led to the conclusion that ultraviolet Basic physical studies of collision-free
ond consideration involves the energy wavelengths naturally match the physi- nonlinear atomic processes, through an
scale of the motin, a, which in this case Cal conditions characteristic of the co- analysis involving combined measure-

-vs tak . be sufficiently great to excite herent atomic motions envisaged in this ments of ion charge-state distributions,me readu_ , inner-shell states in the de- "description- Experimental results are in photoelectron energy spectra, and pho"

22n
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Atomic Inner-Shell Excitation Induced by Coherent Motion of Outer-Shell Electrons

K. Boyer and C. K. Rhodes
Deptiment ofPhyska. Uawsic of l/lnias at Chtcaro. Chicao. Illiomis 60680

(Receve 01 nuarM IN5)

(Oiter-shell electrons coherenly driven by intense radiation can transfer energy in a direct intra-
atomic process to inner-shell excitations. Provided that the effective momentum transfer Sq is suf-~1i;,otly low (Sq .<e),the amplitudes governing the coupling of the outer electrons to the

atomic core onstructively tum. The effective cross section, which can be related to fast atom-atomi collisions (Z 10i Me*u). is evaluated in a limiting form closely resembling the Bethe result for

inelastic electron scattering from atoms.

,, PACS numbers: 32.80.-t. 34.50.Fa, 34.80.-i

,tecent experiments" 2 examining the nature of mul- atom collisions. At sufficiently high intensity, a rela-
ilantum ionization of atoms in intense ultraviolet tively simple physical model can be envisaged which if-
(: Ids have exhibited several anomalous characteris- lustrates these effects. For simplicity, consider an in-
,. Among them are (1) reactions of unexpectedly tensity above - 1019 W/cma, for which the peak elec-

ii0 order, involving as many as 99 photons, and (2) a tric field is more than ten times e/ai, so that loosely
2 :r statement, from the atomic-number dependence, bound outer electrons can be approximately modeled
tit t the shell structure of the atom is the main deter- as completely free particles. Therefore, for those elec-
fntiant of the strength of the interaction. All the con- trons, we can represent their motion as that of free
;!)iiuous characteristics of the experimental findings electrons accelerating in intense coherent fields.4. s In
;ould be consolidated by that single principle. From this limiting case, we imagine that the atom is com-
,. standpoint of this Letter, the main implication of posed of two parts: (a) an outer shell of electrons

d 6iiese results2 is that, at a sufficiently high intensity, driven in coherent oscillation by the radiative field,
* the electrons in the outer atomic shells can be and (b) a remaining atomic core for which direct

coherently driven by the incident wave to produce ex- coupling to the radiation field is neglected. Coupling
tre;mely high localized current densities jon the order between these two systems can occur, since the outer

I O j -< 1011 A/cm2 . A multielectron atom un- electrons can, through inelastic "collisions," lead to
:toing a nonlioear interaction of this type responds the production of electronically excited core states.
ii fundamenially different fashion from that of a Indeed, since the outer electrons could acquire rela-

n ,le-electron atom. It is expected that this ordered tivistic velocities at intensities on the order of 1021
to kion, which represents a very high level of atomic W/cm2, the production of electron-positron pairs by an

t-itation corresponding quantum mechanically to a intra-aromic process analogous to the well-known tri-
I,,ltiply excited configuration in which all the elec- dent graph6' 7 becomes possible.
'01s in a shell are in excited orbitals, would have a The role of coherence in the motion of the outer
, : ime 7 given approximately by that characteristic of electrons in the excitation of the core is readily
t, toionization. This would place the lifetime in the described by appeal to descriptions of energetic atom-
rIge of 10- t4_ > 10

- IS sec, a time scale approxi- atom (AIB) collisions. In this comparison, a
, i €ely comparable to the period of the ultraviolet fre- correspondence is established between the scattering

iri._ncies used in the studies of ionization.1' 2 in con- of the coherently radiatively driven outer electrons

':vration of the outermost shells, an ultraviolet elec- from the atomic core and the respective interaction of
ii: field strength E on the order of an atomic unit the electrons in the projectile atom A with the target
1",.. e/a is the regime in which the envisaged motion atom B. Consider the process
i. 3xpected to become an important factor in the INS
dynamics. This corresponds to an electromagnetic in- A + B(O)-- A + r*(n) (!)
tensity 1 - 7x 10 6 W/cm2.

The coherent oscillation of the electrons in outer in which A is a ground-state neutral atom with atomic
atomic shells induced by irradiation at ultraviolet fre- number ZA and B*(n) represents an electronically ex-
quencies at intensities I .. Io has important conse- cited configuration of the target system with quantum
quences for the coupling of energy to atomic inner numbers collectively represented by (n). In the

shells. Moreover, as described below, the influence of plane-wave Born approximation, the cross section Oro
66 i type of atomic motion can be related to certain can be written in the form presented by Briggs and

'aracteristics3 of high-energy ( 10 MeV/u) atom- Taulbjerg3 as

1490 @ 1985 The American Physical Society
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(Swe"v'I)f' I-..l(K )lI IZ4 - :jwj(4jIjlexp( iK -s ) Ij 1I2dKIK 3  (2)

in which MeVlu. Therefore. the motion of these electrons

E 'o(K)-fdr#;(rm)exp(iK'rs)*O.(r#). (3) simulates the electironic collisional environment that1,1 expressions (2) and (3).i. is the relative atom-atom ihotn atomato m enucercontersbutith-
would occur in fag atom-atom encounters, but with

m,/locity, the *JA are orthonormal spin orbitals rep- ing from the ZA term in expression (2). In this case.
resetting the electrons on the projectile atom. u 1 is no shielding is present in the low-momentum-transfer
the statistical weight of the shell. K is the momentum limit.
tr insfl'r in the collision, and #08 and #, represent the It is now possible to estimate the contribution to ffo,
*!.ton wave functions of the target system. The for an inner-shell excitation arising from coherently
:i1,joimation over the index j appearing in Eq. (2) ex- excited atomic shells. For this we take expression (2)

, te id. over all occupied orbitals so that in the limit with Za -0 and restrict Km,, to <Ila0. to fulfill the
U.-) U, the summation tends to the number of elec- condition for full shielding which, for this situation,

ihf,.' N associated with the projectile atom.3 Since correspinds to totally constructive interference of the
,'/, - /,, for a neutral atom, complete screening3 oc- electron amplitudes. We further take ZI to denote the
,:u(s ii the low-momentum-transfer limit and the nu- number of electrons in the outer shells and expand Eq.
lear and electronic contributions cancel exactly. (2) for El,(K) in the customary fashion so that only
fherelore, in this limit, the amplitudes of the elec- the leading dipole term xo, is retained. Finally, for a
trons lombine coherently and the contribution to the core excitation energy AE we put Km6 n-AElu, the
cross iection ar03 arising from the motion of the e/ec- condition that holds for AE much less than the col-
tron in atom A is increased by a factor of NA over that lision energy. With these modifications, the coherent
of a single electron at the same collision velocity v. piece a, can be written as
Alternatively, for sufficiently low momentum transfer 87re 4xoZ? "o dK
such that Kao<<I, the electron cloud acts as a aLA,-- K" (4)
O- .i int scattering center with a mass NAme, a charge

.ie - ZA e a velocity v. and a kinetic energy a result which, with the exception of the restriction on
:-,2). Significantly, on account of the coher- K., and the Z? factor, is exactly the form of the

.the single-particle energies (-m 2) add so that, well-known result for inelastic scattering of electrons
iii principle, this value could be below the magnitude on atoms developed by Bethe.' The final result, valid

i r i.ced to produce the excitation of the target atom for

hi -aufficiently high-field strengths, coherently ac- fC ->1. (5)
"1,J ,tted electrons in outer atomic shells can interact C AE >
ith the remaining atomic core system in a manner

ci,::!y analogous to the atom-atom scattering de- is

'. above. If a plane-wave Born-approximation 2

"I ip)tion is used, the cross section representing en- lag. c 21-LI 2 2_1 (6)
transfer can be derived directly from expression [ C AE

.ii th ZA-0. We now describe an example illus-
ig the circumstances under which this may occur. in which a is the fine-structure constant. For the ex-
, the basic physical concepts can be very simply ample considered, the restriction on the logarithmic

:.. nted in the high-field limit (E >> Eo), we con- factor limits A E to a maximum value of approximately
S.i. peak electric field strength E - 0.5x 1012 V/cm I keV. an energy corresponding to the region near the

J:,! i;t an electron acquires an energy of - 10 keV in M edge of xenon,' a case which serves as a suitable
d Itance comparable to an atomic dimension ( 2 numerical example. If we take the charge radius' ° of
. At this field strength, which corresponds to an in- the M shell of xenon as the scale for xo,, then

tensity of - 3x 1020 W/cm 2, the electron accelerates x0, - 0.2a0 , and if we assume that ZI - 18, accounting
to the 10-keV energy in a time which is approximately for the three outermost xenon shells (5p'5s24d'°),
t% of an optical cycle for an ultraviolet wave length of then the resulting cross section is on the order of

lie 200 nm, a condition consistent with the validity of ff6,- 7x |0-i cm2 with the weakly varying loga-

the assumption of a constant field strength for ac- rithmic term taken as a factor of 0(0). This value is
relerations on the scale of atomic dimensions. The somewhat greater than the total photon cross sec-
t ,sulting velocity of - 8x 10' cm/sec corresponds, for lion n-12 in the region near the M edge of xenon.
atorn-atom collisions, to a collision energy of - 20 Furthermore, since expression (4) respects dipole

1491
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selection rulex considerable state selectivity is present in which ro is the dassical radius of the electron and -y
as only odd-parity excited core levels would be pro- is the customary relativistic factor
duced. y- II -(,,/€)2J-m. (10)The uppe~r limit in the integral in expression (4) can II-(/2 .(0

be extended to Ka'2Z v if appropriate pro- At sufficiently high intensity (. 01t Wicr), for
*1ci4101m1 wave finctios f m used. This Pro- Zt-50 and Z2 -90, ad with yV=5, a,-2x10- '
codure produces a find cra section we. with a magni- cm2, a value that woukl, under reasonable experimen .

tude of the same scale as that represented by Eq. (6), tal conditions with " ultraviolet lasr of I-10.J output
but with a somewhat different detailed dependence on and - l00-fs pulse length, make possible the genera-
v and AE This refinement leaves the principal con- tion of -1 00 pairs/pulse by this mechanism.
€lusion unchanged. Coherently driven motions in outer electron shells

The coherent interaction described above can be can generate an enhanced intra-atomic coupling for the
vievted as a form of dynamic configuration interaction excitation of inner shells. The interaction, which can
in which the files of the participating electrons sum be viewed alternatively as a form of configuration in-
constructively. Constructive addition naturally results teraction or electron scattering, has, on account of the
if the scale of the momentum transfer Aq communi- constructive addition of amplitudes, a cross section
cated in the interaction is sufficiently small so that the which scales as the square of the number (Zt) of
length N/Aq is greater than the spatial scale of the outer electrons participating in the motion. A strong
scattering system. The physical origin of this effect is and highly nonlinear coupling arises as a direct conse-
the same as that which generates the coherent forward quence. Coherent motions of this type should enable
scattering" observed in nuclear collisions.14  the selective excitation of atomic inner-shell states in

Obviously, all types of possible excited configura- the kiloelectronvolt energy range to be produced by in-
tions cannot fully benefit from this type of coherent tense irradiation of atoms at ultraviolet wave lengths.
motion regardless of the field strengths used. For ex- The physical nature of this process of intra-atomic en-
ample, the coherence is unimportant in the amplitude ergy transfer bears a direct relationship with energetic
for intra-atomic electron-positron pair production by atom-atom collisions. Similar conclusions can be
the trident diagram shown in Fig. i, since the momen- reached by alternative theoretical approaches, such as
turn transfer Aq associated with the propagator for pair those involving the time dependent Hartree-Fock
production in this interaction is such that method.'5

I/Aq --A << a0. (7) The authors wish to acknowledge fruitful discus-
sions with T. S. Luk, H. Egger, U. Johann, A. P.

Indeed, from Eq. (5), at sufficiently high intensity in Schwarzenbach, and A. Sz6ke. This work was support-
the limit v- c, the maximum value of A E, is given ed by the Office of Naval Research, the Air Force Of-
by fice of Scientific Research under Contract No.

E.-amc -3.73 keV. (8) F49630-83-K-0014, the Department of Energy under
Grant No. DeASO-81DP40142, the Lawrence Liver-

Therefore, the cross section s for pair production in the more National Laboratory under Contract No.
field of a nucleus is easily shown to be 5765705, the National Science Foundation under

Grant No. PHY 81-16626, the Defense Advanced
-r, (28/27m)Z,(Za) 2 rJ (ny) 3  (9) Research Projects Agency, and the Avionics Laborato-

ry, Air Force Wright Aeronautical Laboratories,
Wright Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio.
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I ( -" :RETICAL MODEL OF INNER-SHELL EXCITATION

BY OUTER-SHELL ELECTRONS*.

" A. Sz6ke
!.iwrence Livermore National LabOratory

>. . Box 808, Livermore, California 94550

and

C. K. Rhodes
-Depar0, ()f Physics, University of Illinois at Chicago

Box 4348. Chicago. Illinois 60680

V 3 ,Tly ,,95
ABSTRACT

AI) analysis is ;-rsented which shows that atomic Inner-shell states can

t, --ongly excited hi outer-she]l electrons driven coherently at ultraviolet

f rfides. .A sem--iiantitative analysis- based on the time-dependent

Kt , r-e-Fock method, is formulated to illustrate the basic character of this

extf'P.mely nonlinear 1:hter-shell coupling. The results indicate that a

substantial fraction of the absorbed energy can be channeled into inner-shell

excitation.

U bipublshed, iyS.eV. "4ett.
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Recent experimental studiesI - 3 on the moneimear couplig of Intense

ultra-violet radiation to atoms have Indicated that It my be possible to

-xcite atomic inner-shell levels through radiatively driven motions It!

outer-shells. Specifically, it has been suggested4.5 that the outer-shell

rotions that could produce a substantial amplitude for inner-sell excitation

.ire those involving order;d coherent motions of the outer electrons.

An approximate analysis of inner-shell excitation5, based on an analogy

with atomic interactions In energetic (v/c - 1/10) atom-atom

collisions, '7 has recently been presented. That result, which is valid for

very strong incident fields that give rise to comparable electronic

velocities, is stated in a form resembling the well known cross section for

i lastic scattering of electrons by atoms.8  Closely related phenomena.-nvolnd

A01tiphoton excitation, and the ionization of many-electron atoms in strong

,.ectromagnetic fields have. been formally treatel-dn the basis of

ime-dependent flartree Fock (TOHF) theory.9  This communication" extends that

theory to describe inner-shell excitation. Specifically. we show that

,ssumtng coherent (collective) nonlinear motion of an electronic (outer-)

shell produced by interaction with an external driving field, both the

probability for excitation of inner-shell electrons and the quantum state

specificity can be estimated.

In the following we give a simplified derivation of the theory using

neutral xenon as an example. The n = 5 shell (Ss25p6) of xenon.will be

designated as the outer-shell, and its 4d10 shell. to which it is closely

cnupled, 10 12 will be denoted as the inner-shell. The remaining stronglyd ., . o

bound electrons that form the (Kr]- like core will be-treated as an

equivalent potential. In the 1914F formalism, the many-body wave function

d-dvcribing. the outer- and the- inner-shells is restricted to-be an

% %-
." _-V .-. . .. -.
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*atis! .r; ized product of single electron orbitals', a single Slater

deterni , . of the form.

.* .".

,~~ *_(1p i 911p(ilot)1)

p i-l

in. wh,- i; s a permutation of the indices. I of the K (-18) electrons. The

single p; ,."! le wave functions satisfy equations which are. In the dipole

approximatln with the neglect of* spin-orbit and other relativistic effects.

- written as

1 V2+ V(r) + Vc(r.t) + V LOAt .)

In th:;, .,itions, the laser field is assumed to be a nearly monochromatic

classical ;e.ld, given by

AJ

E M . 0 M!t coswt. (3)

and th, -Ii-consistent Coulomb Vc and exchange .LDA potentiaF re
Vc xc

defined, i, the local density approximation.
1 3 by

2 K
VdrF - n(r~t) n(.t) (4)

-,J
3

, •-t - .- - rn'l Ct=1r) *t -
. " - .. * -. . - .

c 1

• - e tr t r -1 .... *

- - .~ an(F •. .Y ".':;K ; * . .

LM ...
""; " " " - .-
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i 1 E xc((r)) is the exchange energy of the uniform electron gas with

Sthe Jefsity. In Eq. I above. V(r) Is the potential produced by the Ionic

(Kr] I ite core. In principle, these equations are nonlinear In the applied
.4

eleci .. jnetic field.

J)serve that the incident electromagentic field has a slowly varying

envfl., , which means that both Its amplitude Eo(t) and its frequency o

remai '.,roximately constant over many light periods. Thus. the Hamiltonian.

Eq. almost periodic with period T - (21/4) and its corresponding

statiaary states satisfy the quantum mechanical Floquet theorem. 14-16 In

part' lar. in the TOHF approximation the single electron wave functions do so

indivilually: thus

.7,t) = exp(-iQit) ip(rt); vi(i t + T) (ir,) (6)

i n whiC, 1t are the Floquet exponents with' A..correspondtng quasi-energies

giver ,, SQt" The periodic functions vi can be expanded in a time-

depe"- Fourier series as

- , (r)exp(-inot) (7)
* n

a forn whIch clearly shows that YTDHF depends on time as a sum of

Iexponential terms

K -

txp AI C I+j ne)t with n an integer.

- , We now Introudce an Important approximation, and adopt a shell model"

-which so m3i the treament of the outer-shell electrons from those of the

.* . - _ S

- ! - --- - .i K _ -''
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Inner-shell. It will be assumed that in the first approximation the M10

Inner-shell electrons remain frozen In their ground state. It then follows

that the 1OHF Eqs. 1-5 have to be written for K - 0 with the inner-shell

electrons counted as core electrons. We know that for a weak incident field

this is a good approximation in xenon from detailed calculations using linear

response theory. 1 7- 18 (Note: This calculation was performed by C. Cerjan

at the Lawren, Livermore National Laboratory using the computor program

kindly provided by 0. Liberman.19]

The response of the inner-shell will now be treated by perturbation

theory. in t;i analysis, the potentials Vc , Vxc in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 are

calculated using only the outer-shell wave functions and are represented as an

external pf),o'tial U given by

4 U (rt) V(r) - er-E(t) + V C(r.t) + Vxc (t) " (8)

This potentiA can be Fourier analyzed in'time as

k
U(r.t) -- iU (r)cos(kwt + k) (9)

k=l

it is important to note that in the TDHF analysis the Floquet exponent

disappears; the time dependence comes directly from the .various components

-. Eq. 7.' In particular, if n has large Fourier components for ind4ces

n - 0 and M; Vc and Vxc have correspondingly large Fourier components for

integral indices occurring between -N and 4M. Thereforei this potential

will cause transitions-in the inner-shell when the excitation energy E

4 satiffies the condition E - n1 for n _ N. The resulting transition

rate;- from , -,urbation theory, is
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.,.

W(* ISn(E)t4(E - nsi)

in which the transition amplitude, S,(E) is calculated below.

Let us denote the inner-shell matrix elements of Uk by

u = !di<(jl) IUk() I,(rF)> 1111."

in which T are a complete set of properly antisymmetric Hartree-Fock

wavefunctions for the inner-shell, including levels in the continuum.with r

"symboliz all inner-shell coordinates. In th order perturbation theory we

obtain

Z~r"1 '2- -_. .-

SUI~~U +01 IE
"" ~ ~ ~ (E) - Un  +o t

A OE E Eo t- kl WS k+k 2=n o 1 1

U~-l ij 1 -- S *[ terms) 1 )"- (E _Eo.f")IE -E_) (EsEr-i")111W, ...s " ["

with the summations denoting the customary sum over bound levels and integral over

continuum states. In general, all orders in this expression must be retained,

since the terms Uk are of kth order in the external field and, consequently, all

terms are of. n;. order overall; Furthermore, it is clear by inspection that the

first term Orresponds to "Internal n th-ordbr harmonic generation" while the

last one corresponds to 'Ioiest order perturbation theory*'with the.external-kfield screened by the outer electron moton.. In perturbation theory,

* * consecutiv w- OrderSof" Ok-are related by

-I -. .
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U11 k-l % EIAE (13)
i.,s,

in which os is a typical outer-shell dipole matrix element, and aEos

is an er-ijy scale characterising outer-shell excitations. Therefore.

transit' - - amplitudes in consecutive orders are related approximately by

AEos/(E-, 1-kfwa). Since inner-shell energy spacings are typically

larger t> lmi j those in the outer-shell, consecutive orders in the pert-urbation

treatment are generally diminishing except in cases :--possibly involving

intermediate resonances. It is significant to note that. if there is an

intermediate resonance at kfiw. a large dipole moment can be produced at

that harmonic frequency.

The behavior of the single electron wave functions of the outer-shell.

,#i(r~t), ore now Investigated. Since we are interested In the behavior of

the atom in a nearly monochromatic field that is.ap.l00tb adiabatically, we

seek the solution of the TOHF equations (Eqs. 1-7.- K - Bt1hat correlates

adiabatically to the 5s25p6 1S ground state. For weak fields and

sufficiently low frequencies, the response of each electron is similar to thi

ofan harmonic oscillator-vith a-resonance energy equal to that of the first

excited state fvo (8 - 9 eV in xenon).20  Therefore. the perturbation,-J -

parameter, as ,given in"Eq. 13, is

2 2
P~ 0 E0  1e(w)E 0,- os o 1 0 0

-- ,.;Soo ( 2 2)  (l4"

0

i in whtch a() -is the measured atomic polarizability (per electron). a

quantity i ch can also be calculated by linear response theory with a self-

--,-.-,. , ..- , ' '-,'.' ' .- V . - .- ' '- ']'.'' :G -.- '-- .".?,,. .''r-"i, , . V
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7sistent potentia1 .1* 8 In reality, however, the potential is annarmonic.

.- 2refore, the harmonic oscillator model must be used with caution, since a

Ingle excited electron Ionizes if It gets excited above the ionization

_tential Vo . In xenon those values of Vo are 12.13 eV and 13.44 eV for

I - 3/2 and 3 = 1/2 states of Xe , respectively. For simplicity, in the

'lowing we ignore possible complications arising from autonionizing

m;ances. Considering the fonmof the wave functions in the presence of the

d as given by Eq. 6 and Eq. 7, we can see that if S(Q1 + nw) > V0., ( r)

i continuum wave function. However, we note that-this relation has to be

dified in strong fields, as discussed both below and in Ref. 21.

The atomic behavior in strong fields is now discussed. In an-harmonic

,cillator modelthe amplitudes wil2 are proportional to 8n for

<< 1, the standard perturbation theory result. Therefore, in this regime,

--bability of ionization in accordance with lowest order perturbation

ryJL..~obtained. For sufficiently strong field..B > 1, the higher

i onic components acquire large magnitudes, the self-consistent potential

.,rnes appreciabls, ;:dified, and the ionization of the lowest V.
21.

'is can be suppressed. 3 .9 ,21 .22  The criterion .-,fobr the;disappearance.f

n channel for ionization, due to electron trapping by the

.onderomotive potential is

E' .2e2

1 0nfi- VO(Eo ) < '. , (15)4

-n in which Vo(Eo)is the ionization energy of the atom modified by the

r.-Srk effect. Significantly, both the disappearance of the lowest energy

% trons ad the per-istence of the higher. energy peaks have been observed3'23

__+--

.-. - -*
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In good agreement with Eq. 15. In the experiments of Johann el al. 3 in

xenon at 193 mm. electron trapping of the two-photon (n - 2) peak occurs at an

intensity of 2 x i014 1/ca2 according to Eq. 15. However, the onset of

strong non-linearity arises at an Intensity of 1.2 x 105 /cm2 . the value

for which B - 1 in Eq. 14. The combined result of these effects is that the

single electron wave function, described by Eq. 6 and Eq. 8. will have

Izeable n = 2 component that does not ionize. The n > 2 components, of

-,-irse, will still "consist. at least partly, of outgoing waves. If we assume
'4.

a coherent outer-shell motion, a reasonable approximation for the bound part

*of the TDXF wave function that correlates to the ground state is a symmetric

_-oduct of wave functions for the six 5p electrons of the form9

#(t) exp(-iQit) P()+ 'P (F)eit+ #2(j:) 4P-ie](6

ri, norms of the Fourier components.
.2

P n = / 1" F)lI dF"  (17)-

calculated for a one dimensional harmonic oscillator with polarizability

i''! resonance frequency similar to that of xenon; for an intensity of

4.5 x 1014 U/cm2 and frequency 0.7wo the values are Po 0.246.

1 0.330. P2 
= 0.234, P3 = 0.116 respectively.

Two important conclusions emerge. First, if we interpret Pn as the

probability of am individual.I electron being:'dressed.' by n.photons, the Sp6

shel of xenon has a sizeable a pliude.for2betng'dressed with. or virtually

excited with, 12 photons. 2 an energy'ufftient:4to' onize a 4d electron, at

an incident 193 m laser intensit''the.range"f'. 4 x W.4 U/cm2 .

. . .. . ... . . . . !
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.SignificantlV, this range of intensity. agrees, to within a factor of two, with

t he- intensity observed3  in the electron spectrum of xenon for ihe onset of

.Arong nonlii'.ar coupling. Second, substituting Eq. 16 into Eqs. 4 and 8; we

*;e that the 74tential produced by these electrons contains predominantly the

Irst and second harmonic components. This is exactly the expected

aractertstth of a coherent ordered motion of the outer-shell electrons.

An estimate can be made of the inner-shell excitation due to the

otential U, Eq. 8, in perturbation theory. The xenon 4d10 ionization

.i aesholds are 67.s5 eV (4d5/2) antd 69.52 ev (4d3/2). theni the n = 2
; , .. .. ,, ;" ;-*. .. .

arms get large, the dominnt lowest order terms in the pertubation analysis

-epresented by Eq. 12 can be cast in a form in which.the individual terms

2-e written as (vE 2/phw) , in which P is an inner-shell dipole matrix element,

_ is the field at 2w induced by the outer shell, and IPAwis an appropriate energy

i;ominator. .iing v2 . f(ea ) 2(Ry/fw),nin which Ry - 13,6 eV,1__ is

r. inner-shell excitation energy, and f is the oscillator strength of the

:.:,nsition, we can estimate the square of the matrix elements of Eq. 11 as

-4.,

E 3

t.M the atomic electric field denoted as Ea - e/a2.

We now provide bounds for (E2/Ea). A high estimate, E2/Ea  1.4, is

S!erived if we assume an oscillating charge of 2e at 2o, corresponding to

-Lite parameters P P P 113 for the six Sp electrons )and a mean

distance of 1.2a o-beween the outer- and inner-shell. The latter is an

e;j-eighted avericge from a density functional calculation of xenon.

Trsely, a low estimate of L2/Ea - 0.17 is obtained if we scale the
-2

. ., - . ../. ... . -_ - ".' .' . , ' S :
.JPI . ~ *,**%
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statl@ shielding field calculated in Ref. ) (Fig. 1), around the position of

* the pak density of the 4d shell (0.8a.) with P2 - 1/3. I believethat a

bet., r estimate of this quantity is the highest theoretical priority and its

e:xprimental determination-is the most significant means for a comp~rison of

theo-'j and experiment. Fortunately, in the case of xenon, the structure of

the excited levels of the 4d10 shell is well known.25'26 We have to

consIder in Eq. 18 two different classes of terms, namely. (a) those in the

conOinuum with f - 11 and f - 100 eV and (b) one resonant level at 65.1 eV

co ;: spondlng to the 4dO5s25p6 -* 4d 5s 5p (0 )6p transition with f = 0.02.

The [atter transition can experience shifts due to outer-shell 'vacancies* and

the (shielded) external field. Taking the higher estimate for E2., we get

for IMU>l2 = 0.29 with the continuum as the intermediate state and

WON 2 = 7.6 for the resonant level which corresponds to 10 photons

absorbed. The latter value simply signifies that this particular step of tht

transition is saturate and that the appropriate magnitude to use is unity.

The simplest kind of perturbation calculation relates the probability ofi

P, inner-shelt'ionization P (Auger) to that of the absorption P(40) corresponding to

the absorption of four photons by a single electron, an outer-shell "above

- threshold" ionization process,23 with the latter being calculated in lowest

order perturbation theory. In this comparison, we assume that both these

prm,-;ses have the same density of final states, and the same bound-continuum

*matrix elements. This ratio then reduces to a product of four expressions of the

2type <IUI>I . Using the estimates given in the previous paragraph, we obtain

for the ratio of probabilities. P(Auger)/P(4w) - 0.15. The magnitude of this ratio

indicites that an appreciable fraction of the absorbed energy can be channeled

into the excitation of inner-shell states.2
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In this letter a theoretical framework has been presented that allows the

, calculation of the probability of innep-shell excitation that arises when an

outerwshell of an atom is driven coherently by a strong, non-resonant

electromagnetic field. Naturally, in future analyses, it is important to

examine more thoroughly the range of physical conditions3 necessary for the

validity of the central assumption of this work, namely, the existence of a

coherent multi-electron excitation-of an atomic outer-shell. For this

question, TDHF calculations can set a limit. In the regime for which those

calculations predict single electron excitations, in particular, close to a

resonance, no coherent excitation will occur in a real atom. Of course, the

P... residual interaction among the outer-shell electrons represents a mechanism

for damping of the coherent motion that requires further investigation.

Al'. nough a theoretical framework is known27'28 which can be used to appraise

"ibn.e effects, the calculation falls outside thu'domain of TDHF theory.
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Anomalous Collision-Free Multiple Ionization of Atoms
with Intense Picosecond Ultraviolet Radiation

T. S. Luk, EL Pummer, K. Boyer, M. Shahidi, IL Egger, and C. K. Rhodes
Department of Physics. Uxivorsity of ilvois at Chicago. Chicago. Ilinois 60680

(ReceIved 27 April 1983)

Collislonles8 mutiphoton absorption. resulting In multiple atomic Ionization and ex-
hibitlng anomalousl strong couplig, has been studied In the region spanning atomic
number Z -2 (Be) to Z - 92 (U). The highet Ion state identified Is U40, corresponding
to absorption of 9 quanta (- 633 eV). Models of stepwise Ionization using standard theo-
retical techniques ar Incapable of describing these results. A mode of Interaction In-
volvig radiative coupling to a collective motion of an atomic shell Is proposed.

PACS numbers: 32.80.Kf, 32.80.Fb, 33.80.Kn

The availability of spectrally bright picosecond focused by a f= 50-cm lens in front of the en-
ultraviolet light sources enables the study of non- trance iris of the electrostatic analyzer, pro-
linear coupling mechanisms in that spectral range ducing an intensity of % 101" W/cm in the experi-
under experimental circumstances unaffected by mental volume. The number of atoms in the focal
collisional perturbations. In this Letter, the re- volume is estimated to be -0' at 10'6 Torr.
sults of the first experiments examining the Therefore, any ion produced with a probability
atomic-number dependence of processes of mul- less than - 10-4 cannot be detected without ex-
tiple ionization of atoms X with intense (% 1 0 14 W/ tensive signal averaging. Ions formed in the
cm 2) picosecond 193-nm radiation under collision- focal region are collected by the analyzer with
free conditions are reported, an extraction field in the range of 50-500 V/cm

The general physical process studied is and detected with a microchannel plate at the exit

S/ ,+ X- X+qe of the electrostatic device.•+X.() Representations of the experimental results are

for which observed values of N and q range as given in Figs. l(a) and l(b) and Table L Figure
high as 99 and 10, respectively. Of particular l(a) shows a sample of typical time-of-flight ion
significance is the behavior of the amplitude for current data for Xe. Table I contains the normal-
Reaction (1) as a function of atomic number (2). ized relative abundances of the observed ion
Accordingly, the response of materials spanning charge states for Xe, derived from Fig. l(a) and
the range in atomic number from He (Z= 2) to U uncorrected for detector sensitivity. Experiments
(Z-92) has been measured. Similar processes indicate that the detector is about four times as
Involving the irradiation of Kr at 1.06 Jm have sensitive for Xe *. Similar data have been record-
recently been described by L'Huillier et aL,' in ed for He, Ne, Ar, Kr, I, Hg, and U. In Fig.
addition to other studies concerning the charac- 1(b), the observed ions and the total energies re-
teristics2 of Xe and Hg. quired for their generation in the electronic

The experiments reported herein exhibit two ground state are given.
salient features. These are (1) an unexpectedly A remarkable feature of the data is the magni-
strong coupling for extraordinarily high-order tude of the total energy which can be communi-
processes, and (2) a coupling strength which is cated to the atomic systems, especially for high-
dramatically enhanced at higher Z values. Z materials. The total energy investment- 7 of

The experimental arrangement used to detect -633 eV, a value equivalent to 99 quanta, needed
the production of the highly ionized species con- to generate Ut° from the neutral atom, with ne-
sists of a double-focusing electrostatic energy glect of the small contribution associated with
analyzer (Comstock) operated as a time-of-flight molecular bindingO in the experimental material
mass spectrometer. The analyzer is positioned UFs, represents the highest energy value reported
in a vacuum vessel which is evacuated to a back- for a collision-free nonlinear process. The re-
ground pressure of -10-7 Torr. The materials to moval of the tenth electron from uranium, which
be investigated are introduced into the chamber requires' -133 eV if viewed as an independent
in a controlled manner at pressures typically process, requires a minimum of 21 quanta. The
from--3X 10- to 10- s Torr. The 193-nm ArF* coupling strength implied by this scale of energy
laser used for irradiation' (-10 psec, -4 GW) is transfer at an intensity of -10" W/cm2 very sub-

110 0 1983 The American Physical Society-
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yco TABLE I. C arge-state distribution of xenon derived
S_,o- from Fig. 1I(W.

0harge state Relative abundanc

.I 44
G - 2+ 26

(a) 3+ 20
2!_, 4+ 7

400 - -5 5

t 3 4 -i 6+ 1

300
6-

(b) ionized species are observed for both materials.
- - Likewise, the comparison of Xe and Hg leads to

-_ . the conclusion that the density of states is not a
nocc key factor in determining the coupling strength.

2. - - - - Conversely, all the conspicuous characteristics

a -- ------- -- of Fig. 1(b) can be consolidated if the shell struc-

H" ,WIG) AKI KOM XW x.es NS tK ture of the atom is the principal physical prop-
erty determining the magnitude of the coupling.

ATOMIC NUMIE Z The considerable change seen in the atomic re-

(G. 1. Data concerning multiple ionization of atoms sponse observed between Ar and Kr implicates
193-nm Irradiation at - 1014 W/cm2. (a) Inset: a role for the 3d shell which is filled in that re-
ical time-of-flight ion current signal for xenon. gion. A very similar variation between Ar and
Plot of total Ionization energies of the observed Kr, that has been observed in the amplitude for

irge states as a fmction of atomic number (Z). single-quantum multiple photolonization," has

been attributed to correlation effects arising from

.-:,ntially exceeds that anticipated from conven- the d shell. A significant shell-dependent effect
t. rnal theoretical formulations describing multi- is also suggested by the comparative behavior of
i.-tantum ionization. I and Xe, since complete removal of the valence

.,kside from the magnitude of the observed ex- 5p shell is observed in both cases although the
. .tion energies, the general and strong tendency total energies required differ substantially. We

for increased coupling for materials heavier than note that I and Xe exhibit similar and unusually
argon and the similarity in the response of I and - intense 4d absorptions'" 3 in the region -100 eV,

C. , for which the maximum charge state ob- strongly implicating correlated'6 motions in
,, rved in both cases corresponds to complete that shell.

!.is of the 5p shell, are significant. An examina- The most elementary mechanism that could lead

:on of the ionization energies' for the species to the production of the observed ionic charge
iivolved fails to suggest any consistent picture states is the stepwise removal of the individual
fc r this behavior. For example, the ionization electrons by conventionally described multipho-

3f the second electron from He, which is not de- ton ionization. A given charge state (e.g., Xel)
ted, requires an energy of -54.4 eV, a value then requires the generation of all lower charge

less than that necessary to remove the fifth elec- states, thereby linking the probability for its
ron from Xe. We are led to the conclusion that occurrence directly to the rates of production of

sume factor other than the magnitude of the ioni- these other species. The appearance of Xe *

zation potentials corresponding to the different would require a sequence of 2-, 4-, 6-, 8-, 10-,
species, or equivalently, the order of the non- and 12-photon processes of ionization.
linear process, governs the strength of the coup- The probabilities for multiphoton transitions

ling. calculated with standard perturbative approaches",
An explanation based simply on the density of and procedures valid in the high-field limit"s have

states is also unconvincing. A comparison of the been discussed for single-electron systems.
.:cited-state structures9'' 0 for He and Ne quickly From these calculations, it can be shown that,

<;hows that the density of levels for Ne is very at the 193-nm intensity of -10s W/cm used in
.Arge in comparison to that for He, but only singly these experiments, the transition rates for N-

I l

r'f. *./,- %.~%( 1% % % %.6%
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pbqton procmsees decrease very rapidly with in- cess. In this regard, the xenon 4&0 sheIl24. s and
creasing N. An estimate shows that for N = 3,5,7, the lanthanides' have been studied extensively.
the relative transition probabilities scale as Recent analyses of collective responses in atomic
1:-10"4:-10". On this basis, the-expected ionic and molecular systems have been given by Brandt
distributions should decrease very sharply to- and co-workers,"" Wendin, 4"16. 2 and Amusia
wards higher charge states. Indeed, the abun- and co-workers.l ., ° The results of our current
dances of ions in charp states q > 3 would fall be- studies simply indicate a nonlinear analog of this

. low the detection limit of the apparatus used. It basic electronic mechanism. In the present ex-
follows that the results obtained from single- periments, the implication of the d-shell electrons
electron models for multiquatum processes of seems particularly strong given the sharp change
this nature do not represent the observed experi- in behavior seen between Ar and Kr. Naturally,
mental findings involving charge states q > 3. / electrons 3 would be expected to behave similar-
This conclusion holds for all materials studied ly, a consideration that clearly motivates study
that are heavier than Ar. Conversely, inspection of the lanthanide sequence. Finally, the spatial
of the experimental data indicates that the low- Z dependenci of the self-consistent field expert-
materials, essentially up to Ar, exhibit behavior enced by the atom" is expected to give rise to a
in reasonable accord with that predicted by con- complex Z dependence of the atomic response, an
ventional theory. This interpretation can be rec- aspect that may be related to the relatively low
onciled with the presence of two different coupling value of maximum energy indicated in Fig. 1(b)
mechanisms, one dominating in the low-Z region for Hg.
and the other providing enhanced coupling in the In summary, studies examining the nonlinear
higher-Z materials. From our data, the division coupling of intense ultraviolet radiation to atomic
between these two regimes appears to occur be- systems, spanning the atomic number range Z
tween Ar and Kr. =2 to Z= 92, reveal several important character-

S-The very substantial underestimate provided by istics of this interaction. It is concluded that the
, standard theoretical models of the coupling conventional treatments of multiquantum ioniza-

strength observed and the envelope of the Z de- tion do not correspond to our experimental find-
pendence both conspire to support an interpreta- ings for high-Z materials. The essential findings
tion involving an alternative mode of coupling, are (1) an unexpectedly large amplitude for col-
The enhanced and anomalous strength of the radi- lision-free coupling, (2) a strong enhancement in
ative interaction points to a collective response the coupling strength for the heavy elements, and

of the atom. Such a collective response, or (3) the inference, based on the atomic-number
atomic plasmon," is anticipated to be favored in dependence and the anomalous coupling strength,
the outer subshells of high-Z materials for which that a collective motion of d andf shells may
the correlation energy becomes a more substan- play an important role in these phenomena. With
tial fraction of the total electronic energy.4-20 this physical picture, selectivity in the popula-
The coherent motion envisaged has a counterpart tion of excited ionic states is expected on the
in nuclear matter known as the giant dipole,21 al- basis of photoelectron studies.32

though giant multipoles higher than the dipole are Support for these studies was provided by the
known.2 U. S. Office of Naval Research, the U. S. Air

All aspects of the experimental findings can be Force Office of Scientific Research through Grant
unified if an important mode of nonlinear coupling No. AFOSR-79-0130, the National Science Founda-
involves a direct multiquantum interaction with tion through Grant No. PHY81-16636, and the
an atomic shell which undergoes a collective re- Avionics Laboratory, U. S. Air Force Wright
sponse. In this picture, it would follow naturally Aeronautical Laboratories, Wright Patterson
that the shell structure of the material would be Air Force Base, Ohio. Fruitful discussions con-
reflected as an important property governing the cerning atomic ionization energies with R. L.
coupling to the radiation field. Collective inner- Carman and the skillful assistance of J. Wright
shell responses have been discussed in relation and M. Scaggs are gratefully acknowledged.
to processes of single-photon ionization.23 It is
generally found that in cases for which the elec-
tronic correlations are important, the single-
particle spectrum is very greatly altered, lead- 'A. L'Huillier, L. A. Lompre. G. Mainfray, and
ing to a collectively enhanced many-electron pro- C. Manus, Phys. Rev. Lett. 48, 1814 (1982).
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Collision-free multiple photon ionization of atoms and-molecules at 193 nm
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* The nonlinear coupling of 193-nm radiation to a range of atomic and molecular materials has

', ~been experimentally explored up to a maximum intemity on the order of - 10"7 W/cm2. Studies of

collision-free ion production dearly exhibit anomalous behavior which strongly implies that the
atomic shell structure as the principal determinant in the observed response. On the basis of the ob-
served coupling strength and the measured atomic-number (Z) dependence, the experimental evi-
dence points to a coherent atomic motion involving several electrons, possibly an entire shell, as the
main physical mechanism enabling the scale of energy transfers seen. Therefore, states representing
multiple excitations appear to play a central role in the coupling, a consideration that fundamentally
distinguishes the nonlinear interaction of a multielectron atom from that of a single-electron system.
Comparison of the experimental findings with standard theoretical treatments, of either a perturba-
tive or nonperturbative nature, does not produce satisfactory agreement Conversely, the formula-

,jion of a simple classical estimate qualitatively conforms to several features of the observed behavior
including the shell character of the interaction, the maximum energy transfer, tMfe dependence of the

, average energy transfer on the intensity of irradiation, the frequency dependence of the observed en-
ergy transfer, and the weak influence of polarization.

I. INTRODUCTION ted significantly superior mass and charge discrimina-
tion.$ In this case, the isotopic signature of heavy atoms

The initial studies1. 2 of the Z dependence of collision- was readily distinguished.9 This aspect provided a clear
free multiphoton ionization of atoms at 193 nm clearly identification of the signal and enabled unambiguous
exhibited anomalous behavior in terms of the gross rate of separation of the desired ion current from any spurious
energy transfer. The general class of physical processes signals originating from the background gas.
studied was Figure 1 illustrates the characteristic isotopic pattern

Ny +X-X++qe -. (1) observed for Xe'. Note the close correspondence of the
N+ - ( individual isotopic peaks to the strengths expected on the

A prominent feature of these studies was the unusually basis of the isotopic natural abundance.'0 Under typical

strong nonlinear coupling found characteristic of ceran experimental conditions, the ions formed in the focal re-

heavy materials such as Xe and U. In the case of U, the gion were collected by the analyzer with an extraction

maximum observed values of N and q were found to be 99 field in the range of 100-5000 V/cm, and a microchannel

and 10, respectively. By comparison with theoretical ap- plate located at the exit of the time-of-flight region served

proaches based on perturbation theory,3 ' these experi- as the ion detector. In addition, a laser-evaporation tech-

ments clearly demonstrated that standard theoretical tech- nique has been incorporated" into the apparatus to enable

niques were incapable, by a discrepancy as great as sever the study of elements, such as the lanthanides, which are

orders of magnitude, of describing the observed results. not conveniently available in gaseous form, and prelimi-

Subsequent work,5 conducted at a wavelength of 1.06 ism, nary experiments involving Eu and Yb have been conduct-

has confirmed the anomalous nature of the coupling ed.
strength.

IIl. EXPERIMENT RESULTS ON ION PRODUCTION°"' .' IL EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
I P LT CThe basic information obtained by observation of the

0 For the studies of multiple ionization conducted since ion spectra pertains to the scale of the energy transfer, for
the earlier studies",2 were completed, the 193-nm ArF* both average and peak values, communicated to the target
laser used for irradiation' (-5 psec, -3 OW) was atom X by the radiation field. An examination of the Z

.% focused by an appropriate lens to generate intensities in dependence of the average energy transfer is informative.
the range of 10 15_-1017 W/cm2 in the experimental Figure 2 illustrates the dependence observed at 193 nm for

volume. In order to produce the highest intensities used, an intensity of irradiation in the range of _10 6

an f/2 aspheric focusing element was necessary. The ions W/cm 2. The comparison in the average energy absorbed
are crated in a vacuum vesel which is evacuated to a for the adjacent elements, I (Z=53) and Xe (Z=54), is
bacgkground pressureof -10 - 9 Torr. remarkable. This difference, which is approximately a

In contrast to the earlier work," the ion analyzer had-a factor of 4, cannot reasonably be attributed to experimen-
greatly extended time-of-flight drift region which permit- tal error, since only the strong, easily registered ion-signal

32. 214 01985 The American Physical Society
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FIG. 4. Data concerning the multiple ionization of atoms for irradiation at 193 nmn. Plo of total ionization energies of the ob-
served charge states as a function of atomic number (Z). 531I+ was not positively identified because it coincides with an H20+ back-
ground signal.

% for the heavy materials. In the earlier experiments' con- the number of electrons in the outer subshells that
ducted at _-1014 W/cm2, an examination of the ionization governed the coupling. A measurement of the response of
energies' 2"13 of the species involved failed to suggest any elements in the lanthanide region, with the use of a
consistent picture for the understanding of the stages of method involving lase-induced evaporation to provide the
ionization produced. Furthermore, the subsequent work material, enabled this view to be checked. As one moves
reported heren shows that this situation continues to exist from La (Z = 57) to Yb (Z = 70) in the lanthanide se-
at intensity levels as high as the 1016_1017 W/CM2 range. quence, aside from slight rearrangements involving the 5d
For example, the ionization of the second electron from shell for Gd (Z =64), 4f electrons are being added to in-
He, which is not detected, requires an energy of - 54.4 terior regions of the atoms. The data illustrated in Fig. 4
eV, a value less than that necessary to remove the fifth for 63EU (4176S2) and 70yh (4f 16, 2 ), which differ by
electron from Xe, a process which is clearly seen. We are seven 4f electrons, indicated that these inner electrons
led to the conclusion that some factor other than the mag- play a small roic in the direct radiative coupling, a fact

.. jnitude of the ionization potentials corresponding to the that is in rapport with the observed dependence on the
-~ different species, or equivalently, the order of the non- outer-shell structure

linear process, governs the strength of the coupling. The intensity dependence of these ion spectra, corrected
Clearly, this strong variation in coupling strength cannot for the relative sensitivity of different charge states,"4 has

be eplanedby standard perturbative and unperturbative also been examined, and Fig. 5 illustrates the nature of
theories, this response for xenon. Over the range of intensities

Another clear characteristic of these data is the Shell Studied (_101"_1017 W/cm2'), higher intensity translates
deedence manifested in the behavior of the heavier rare generally into an increased yield of ions of a particular
gsLFor Ar, Kr, and Xe, the maximum charge states charge, although not necessaily an increase in the max-

observed would correspond to the complete removal of imum charge state observed. For example the ion
atomic subshells. For these materials they are the 3p, the sXe+, with ground-state" configuration 4d . is the

an 5pshels, y.Simiarl, g s c 4

if the 17 17wc ,n

that also implies removal of
shells. g omnctdt h tmas nrae ttehge

The hint provided by the role of the shell structure intenisities, although clearly not as rapidly as the intensity.
desribed above led to the hypothesis that it was mainly In the case of xenon, as shown in Fig. 5, the average ener-
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O mN S R OF responding to applicability of the Keldysh i approach. the
model predicts a substantial abundance of He +, a con-
cluion that stands in contrast to the experimentally ob-
" served abence of this char state-

The frequency dof the coupling has aho been
examined by comparisOn of our results at 193 am with

1..other studies perfrme1"'0 at 106 Pm and 03pm. Th
compiMn conducted at an intensity of -10" W/cm2

SJ for both kryto and xenon, indicates that the average en-

erg absorbed is reduced at the longer wavelengths. Fig-
0. urea 6 and 7 illustrate thew comparative differenes for

krypton and xenon, respectively.

It I IUTh influence of lae polarization has beenstdefo
xenon. With the use of a quarter-wave plate, the linearly
polarized radiation normally produced by the 193-nm
source7 can be conveniently transformed into circularly
polarized radiation. The ion spectra observed for xenon

- . 1ol'w a were found to be negligibly modified by the change from
I, ~ linear to circular polarization. This result is in contrast to

1 2 2 that expected on the basis of perturbation theory analysis 3

,- iwo c in the singiedectron picture of the interaction. In that
case, for high-order processes, the much greater abun-
dance of available channels for linear polarization pro-
duces a substantially greater ionization rate in comparison0.0011

1 2 3 S 8 to that characteristic of circular polarization. Nonpertur-
bative treatments"3 also indicate that greater ionization

CHARGE STATE rates are commonly associated with linear polarization.

FIG. 5. Relative abundance of charge-state distributions ob-
served in the ion spectra of xenon in the intensity range
1Os-10" W/cm' at t93 nm.

FREOUENCY DEPENOENCE
-10O'Wlcm'

gy increased by only approximately a factor of 7 when the
intensity was increased 100-fold. It is important, howev-
er, to be aware of the experimental uncertainty involved in io'
the intensity dependence, since low-charge states can be
disproportionately produced in the outer regions of the fo- K.

cal volume. This particular effect is expected to be some- \
what more significant for materials, such as 63Eu and
7oYb, which can be ionized by a single 193-nm photon. 193

Nevertheless, the data illustrated in Fig. 5 clearly show a %relatively weak intensity scaling for the high-order (N) %
process that produces the higher-charge-state species ob-
served.

Several existing types of nonperturbative calculations
predict a variety of different laws governing the intensity "
(1) scaling of the transition probabilities. For a field SA.O '

strength comparable to or greater than the binding field o _
Eb of the electrons, Pert 6 and Mittleman 7 derived
Iln(I/o) and a 1o/N 2 ! relationships, respectively,
in which Io represents the intensity corresponding to the
value of the electronic-binding field E&. Moreover, under
conditions for which the radiative-field strength is small
compared to the electronic-binding field Eb, Keldyshi3

obtained a I/4 scaling. Furthermore,- for the experiments
under onsideration, it is not apparent that the analyses of 1 2 3 4 CHARGE STATE

OPett and Mittleman" can be validly-applied to the pro- FIO. 6. Comparison of charge-state spectra observed for
duction of the higher observed chargetates, since the in- krypton at an intensity of -_ 1O14 W/cmI at 1.06 pim and 193
tensity I is much less than the corresponding 1o for those -im. The data shown fr 1.06 pm irradiation is taken front Ref.
species. Finally, we note that, in the weak-field limit cor- 19

,, .,./ ...-,<-. ,- , -.-,,/-.- . .,,-,-,,.. , . ... .....-.. . ...-,, . . ,.,,.-., . . -.. ..- ; -..-,. .,
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410 - fact we comment on further below. Furthermore, since

the charge state does not increase beyond the apparent re-
moval of the full Sp and Ss subshells, tentatively we can

pmMEMuy 0111MOM-lm"ws' conclude that the x =5 shell is an important agent con-
pling the zeam atom to the 193-nm radiation field. It is
also known, however, particularly from photoionization

%' studies volving multiple-dectron ejection.' 2 that the

Ile- 5p, 5s, and 4d shells exhibit substantial intershell cou-
.. piing and behave in a collective fashion in a manner

resembling a single supershell .2 In this connection it is
•, also known that the spatial dependence of the self-

nconsistent field'* experienced by the atom is expected to
.", -, contribute to the Z dependence of the atomic response.

In this picture, the increase in multiphoton coupling
strength results directly from the larger magnitude of the

ae ffective charge involved in the interaction. In this way, a
multielectron atom undergoing a nonlinear interaction

responds in afundamentally different fashion from that of
a single-elctron atom. ' r2 

25 This interpretation involv.

10- ing a collective atomic response with several coupled
atomic shells is exhibited most prominently for Xe, but is
also apparent in the nature of the Ar and Kr spectra.

We now briefly consider the magnitude of the coupling
strenlth. A strong implication of the studies reported ini-
tially' and noted above, and which is reinforced by the ad-

I_ __ _ __ _ _ _ ditional data illustrated in Figs. 2 and 4, is that the
CHANK atomic-shell structure is a principal determinant in theSTATE atomic response. Indeed, all the conspicuous characteris-

FIG. 7. Comparison of charge-state spectra observed for xe- tics of the experimental findings can be consolidated by
non at an intensity of - 10"' W/cm2 at 0.53 pm and 193 nm. this single principle. Surprisingly, the order N of the non-
The data shown for 0.53 pm irradiation is taken from Ref. 20. linear process appeared as relatively unimportant. Furth-

ermore, the data strongly indicated that a collective
response of an entire shell, or a major fraction thereof,

We comment further that, at sufficiently high- was directly involved in the nonlinear coupling. Collec-

electromagnetic fields, all angular momentum states be- tive responses of atomic shells, as noted above, have been

come accessible,22 a fact that will certainly alter the polar- discussed in relation to the mechanism of single-photon

ization dependence.17  photoionization. The present studies simply point to a
nonlinear analog of this basic electronic mechanism.

IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS With this picture, the outer atomic subshells are envisaged
as being driven in coherent oscillation by the intense ultra-

A. Ion production violet wave. Of course, such a model can only be valid if
the damping rate, presumably by electron emission, is suf-

In broad terms, we now discuss and interpret these ex- ficiently low. Consequently, that assumption is naturally
i-,,rimental findings. In the data represented in Figs. 2, 4, implied in this description. We note that an oscillating
ind 5, two salient characteristics exhibited by the experi- atomic shell, quantum mechanically, would be represented
:nents involving ion production are (i) the large coupling by a multiply excited configuration. The simplest exam-
,trength for heavy materials and (ii) the sharp variations pies are doubly excited levels of the type commonly ob-
present in the average energy transfer as a function of Z, served in the extreme ultraviolet spectra of the rare gases
such as that illustrated by the comparison of iodine and such as argon.' Naturally, higher stages of multiple exci-
xenon in Fig. 2. tation can be considered such as those discussed in the

Qualitatively, several aspects of the basic interaction context of planetary atoms.3 °. Therefore, if this type of
-merge clearly. With reference to xenon, for example, a description is a valid representation of the radiative cou-
100-fold increase in 193-nm intensity from -10"-10' 7  piing, then it would follow that multiply excited configu-
W/cm 2 does not drastically increase either the maximum rations would be prodigiously generated and, therefore, be
charge state observed or the average energy transferred. prominent features in any excited-state populations pro-
Over this range of intensity, the charge state q advances duced. We shall see below that additional evidence sup-
from q =6 to 8, and the average energy transferred in the. ports this interpretation in the case of xenon and krypton.
interaction increases by approximately a factor of 7. Within the framework of the above picture, it is possi-
Within the experimental uncertainty over this range of in- ble to make a simple estimate of the energy absorbed by
-msity, the average energy appears to grow approximately an atom and the corresponding scaling law describing the
mearly to the magnitude of the radiative electric field, a intensity dependence. For this we imagine an atom com-

,p
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posed of' two parts: (i) an outershell of n electrons driven acceleration of cosmic rays by rotating neutron star. 3 '

by the radiative field at frequency v and (ii) an atomic Simple estimates indicate that for intensities of that mag-
core. The outer electrons could, through "inelastic col- nitude, the outer electrons would approach relativistic ve-
lisions at frequency v,, transfer energy to the core. As- locities (-50-80 keV) and that osilaing atoric-currmt
suming a mean free path 8 for the electron between two densities on the order of 104-10"3 amps/cm 2 could be es-
colli , and for large colion frequencies (v, > v), the tablished as a result. Actually, in this high-inteasity limit
work done by the radiative field between two collisions is it appears to be possible to estimate the coupling of the

eE&. The total energy transferred to the core during the coherently driven outer electron with the remaining
lifetime r of the highly excited atomic configuration atomic core by a relatively simple procedure. Since the
represented by the coherently driven outer shell is then electron-kinetic energies are considerably above their cor-
given by responding binding energy, it apears possible to use a

first-order Born approximation in a manner similar to
(2) that used to the study of electron collisions for K- and L-

Here, this energy is written in the form of a quantum with shell. ionization-' and shell specific ionization processes in

magnitude Ai,. Using 6v,=v and estimating the average, highly charged ions.3 Indeed, in the case of xenon

velocity v by equating the kinetic energy of an electron ions, cross sections for electron-impact ionization are

., with the potential energy lost between two collisions available. 3' It also seems possible to account for the tran-
sition from adiabatic to sudden excitation of core elec-

+mv 2=eE8, (3) trons with a rather simple procedure.4°

The results illustrated in Fig. 2 indicate a complex and
rapidly varying Z dependence for heavy materials. It has

2/3 not been possible to formulate a reasonable explanation of
E=-- Vm (4) this behavior solely on the basis of the systematics of

• I nrvalence-shell properties.t '. 9 These results again point to
As an example, if we take = 1 keV, n = 6 representing the significance of intershell couplings. Such couplings
a closed p shall, --0.1 A, and -Tn= 6rerse. then are manifested in an obvious way, for example, in Coster-

E=2.0X10' V/cm, corresponding to an intensity Kroning processes.4' Indeed, if we consider, as specific

I = 10"6 W/cm 2. cases, giant Coster-Kronig (GCK) processes of the type

The value taken for the mean free path 8 requires some n1--*n.2 nd,ed (5)
discussion. It is predicted on the mean free path associat-
ed with the scattering of an electron, having an energy and super Coster-Kronig (SCK) processes like
considerably above the Fermi energy, interacting through (6)
a screened Coulomb potential in an electron gas. The np--mf, fa
cross section a0 for this process, estimated, for example, it is well established that strong perturbations' 2 are
in the case of sodium,3' by Pines,32 to have a value present and that the single-electron picture seriously
ao-- in combination with the electron density p, breaks down.' 3 These processes are sensitive to systemat-
characteristic of the xenon n =5 shell, yields a scale ics of the shell-energy levels and, therefore, can exhibit
length 8-(po)-' 1-10- 9 cm. Interestingly, if we exam- sharp variation in their dependence on atomic number. In
ine the data for xenon in Figs. 4 and 5, we observe that particular, many-electron effects are prominent when
the maximum charge state Xe+, which corresponds to there is a degeneracy between single- and double-vacancy
-450 eV total energy,13 was seen for an intensity in the states that are strongly coupled. These requirements are
range of 1016-1017 W/cm2, figures not far from those commonly fulfilled and strong collective behavior arises,
represented by Eq. (4). Finally, since Eq. (4) is indepen- for example, in single-photon photoionization. 25, 44,4 Sig-
dent of the frequency v, a weak dependence on frequency nificantly, in comparison with the results illustrated in
is expected. As shown in Figs. 6 and 7 frequency does not Figs. 2 and 4 these effects are known to be of impor-
appear to exert a strong influence on the average energy tance' - ' over certain regions of the atomic number from
transfer. Certainly, no quantitative accuracy can be argon to the heavier part of the Periodic Table. A partic-
claimed for the estimate made above; its only significance ular case involves double photoionization of Ga in the en-
is that the general nature of the atomic response and the ergy region near the 3d ionization threshold.'1

qualitative scales of the physical quantities, for what ap- The degeneracies of single- and double-hole states occur
pear to be reasonable choices of atomic parameters, are at particular values of the atomic number. Figure 8,
roughly that observed in actual experiments, which was derived from calculations" of neutral-atomic

It is informative to consider the case representing the binding energies performed with a relaxed-orbital relativ-
high-intensity limit.'7-2 At an intensity of -10 9  istic Hartree-Fock-Slater analysis, illustrates the region
W/cm 2, which we anticipate will be available soon with from 2,Cu to 40Zr. Near degeneracies in the n =3 shell
the use of subpicosecond rare-gas halogen lasers, the peak are indicated for 32Ge, 36Kr, and 37Rb. Moreover, since
ultraviok electric field is more than tenfold e/d' so that the 3p and 3d orbitals both have their maximum charge
loosely bound outer electrons can be approximately densities at nearly identical radii,' strong coupling-be-
modeled as free particles. In this case, the problem tween these subshells is expected to occur. Indeed, such
reduces to that of the acceleration of electrons in focused couplings are knowns° to produce discontinuous behavior
laser fields, 33 an issue that, incidentally, is related to the in the L.-and Lp1 satellite fractions as well as in the
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FIG. 9. La satellite (LaY to diagram (La)' line ratio asa
T function of atomic number Z. The data are taken from Rd. S0.7 ' 0 The dashed curve corresponds to a theoretical treatment adapt-

ad from a calculation performed in Ref. 5 I. Figure reprinted by... 0 ." /.* permission.

___ shell vacancy which subsequently relaxes, generally pro-
30 32 34 6 36 40 ducing multiple vacancies and excitation in outer shells.Z In principle, the initial vacancy can be produced with ra-

F14 8. Atomic, relativistic ASCF single- and double-hole diative excitation, "'s7 electron collisions, 5 9 beam-foil

levels for 1,Cu to 0r. The energies were obtained from Ref. 48 methodsr ion collisions," and nuclear-decay processes

and the figure has been adapted from Fig. 17 of Ref. 43 appear- such as K capture 6 '63 To these alternatives, the results

ing on p. 28. The arrows indicate the locations of near degen- of these experiments suggest that multiquantum processes

eracies between single- and double- vacancy states. Figure re- may now conceivably be added. Furthermore, the nature

printed by permission. of Coster-Kronig processes provides a hint at the mecha-
nism that could make this possible. In simple terms, this
can be viewed as a reverse Coster-Kronig process43 in

LA 4 /L, and Lpt/La intensity ratios as a function of which multiple excitations in outer shells generate excita-

atomic number Z. The data illustrated in Fig. 9 convey tions in more tightly bound shells. In this fashion we use

this effect for the L. features for atomic number in the the term "excitation" in a broad sense to include both

vicinity of Z =50. In this case, the observation s is con- bound excited levels and continuum states (vacancies).

sistent with a critical atomic number of Zt.SO for the For double and single excitations or vacancies, this; mech-
.sisten w oith ritasition. Thber dse Z_ fne anism is basically represented by the reverse reactions ofL I L L3M,5 Catie-Kronig transition. The ashed ine aP- processes () and (6), namely,

pearing in Fig. 9 is a theoretical curve related to the calcu-
lation of Krause et aL." The discontinuous behavior in Z nj+-nEndEd, (5'
characteristic of the data shown in Fig. 9 has a striking

,. similarity to that exhibited in Fig. 2. Similarly sharp (6)
variations in atomic number have been calculated in the
Auger width associated with a 2s vacancy.5 2 Interesting- Indeed, since these intershell couplings are sensitive to the
ly, it has been predicted 2 that plasma-shielding effects systematics of the shell binding energies, resonance ef-
can have a strong influence on autoionizing widths by fecta 3 ' are expected in certain regions of atomic number

causing an energetic closing of the channel for Caster- Z for the reasons stated above. In summary, the similari-
Kroeig transtio, although no such behavior has ever ty of the discontinuous character of the data represented
been actually observed. For a 2s vacancy with an argon- in Figs. 2 and 9 mentioned above plainly, although tenta-
like configuration, a sharp change in the 2s width is es- tively, suggest a common origin for this general type of
timated for Z -22 at an eectron density of -SX IO2 behavior, namely, the possibility that the electrons in-
cm - . It should be possible to achieve such a plasma den- volved in the nonradiative relaxation of an atom in the
sity, under controlled conditions, with the use of a-subpi- forward reaction (5) could, in the reuerse process (5', if
cosecond rareg s halogen source. We note that several drivi by coupling to a sufficiently intense radiation field,
informative accounts of vacancy distribution' and the Saicrate a corresponding transfer of energy into an atom.
behavior of autolonizing widths are available.'5" Finally, we comment on some aspects of this general

lNormally, relaxation mechanisms involving intershell line of inquiry which deserve exploration. It is of natural
couph'ig. such as Cater-Kronig and Auger processes, are and fundamental interest to further examine-the proper-

nexpe tentally observed bynitially producing an inner- ties of the ionization process (i) with different ultraviolet
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*frequencies, specifically 248 nut, since it is readily avail- 3. Radiative properties
ahle at high intensities, 60 over a greater variation in Z
paricularl in regions, for which the intershefi -oul-a MeasusunenutS of emission produced by the highl ex-
wen believed to be large and (iii) at intensities abov 10 cite stutn provide important infoaination on the natur
W/cin. Studies of this nature thereor% we obviously ?a of the coupling mechanism involved. Specificlly, if the
important elment of our Current activity. Examples of inepeaindiscussed above in Sec IV involving as c0l-

* specific materials which appear as promising candidates leictive atomic repnewith coupled atomic shells ha
for study are Da, on account of the linown'-' aensitivity any validity, detectabe mission at short wavelengths or
of the 4f orbital to the state of ionization; the lanthanides, energetic eectrons would be expected.
on account of the unal systemiatics associated with the Indeed, in a recent. although preliminay, experiment
filling of the 4f "he and the effects of configuration in- examining the properties of the xetion ion produced in
teracton" promlinent for certain members of that w. the ion studies; discussed in Secs. m1 and IVA which was
quence; amd ,0Th andl ,2U, the heaviest materials" avail- designed to detect extrene ultraviolet radiation, siglnifi-
able for practical study. Finally, since molecular binding cant levels of spontaneous radiation and/or energetic elec-
is known to have an influence on the behavior of inner- trons have been observed. 7 The spectral width observe#t
shell transitions, sometimes with rather dramatic effects, in the radiation channel was determined by the 1500-A
sitch as that known for the Sd-f absorption of uranium,73  aluminum filter (10-80 eY) Used. The schematic of the
a comparison of the ionization properties of certain apparatus employed in these studies anld the signal ob-
molecular and atomic species is planned. served are shown in Fig. 10. The signal occurs precisely

XUV DETECTION ARRANGEMENT
(a)

LIGH SHILD LSIGNAL COLLECTOR

de bias potential -_N - j COCHANNEL PLATE

0IV & 200 volts + in... 1500 A ALUMINUM FILTER

XUV EMISSION

4 ~ 103 no RADIATION.I
-Speec 2TA\

PULSE WIDTH

-X* GAS INLET

rn~71
EXPERIMENTAL VOLUME.

.'0v -1 0 ms,- DENSITY
(b)

'4j
-C
Z

0

* 00K Xe

-40 so 120 ISO

TIME (see")
FIG. 1O, (a) Experimcv ' rrangement used to detect xuv radiation fromn highly excited atoms excited by 193-rn radiation at an

41tensity of - io"k-1011 vv -n'. (b) xuv signal observed frmn xenon in the 10-100 eV range with -100-V bias between tie alumri-
- rw. filter and the microch: -I plate; some ringing of the detector circuit is evident.
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Pt the time of irradiation of the gas with the 5-psec 193- tensity on the order of - 10'7 W/cm2 . Studies of ion pro-
mu radiation, vanishes if the xenon flow is terminated, duction, under collision-free conditions, exhibit
and is net observed if the xenon is replaced by oth m anomalous behavior which implicate the atomic-shell
terials, such as krypton or hydrogen. In order to elim- structure as the principal determinant in the observed
inate the influence of eletrmons that could be produced by response. On the basis of the coupling strength observed
photoemissim from the surface of the aluminum filter and the measured Z dependence, the experimental evi-
facing the microchannel plate from reaching the detector, dence points to a collective coherent atomic motion in-
a dc electrical bins of 200 V was applied to retard the volving several electrons, possibly an entire shell, as the
motion of electrons moving in that diection. Some e"' main physical mechanism enabling the scale of the energy
dence of an electron-induced signal was observed if Do transfers seen. In quantum-mechanical language, states
negative-bias potential was used. Judging from the representing multiple excitations appear to play a central

tral trpsmission and the electron stopping power role in the coupling, a consideration that fundamentally

1500-A Al filter, we conclude that only suv photons n distinguishes the nonlinear interaction of a multiedectron

the region of 10-100 eV and energetic dectrons exceeding atom from that of a single-electron system.

a few hundred electron volts could possibly contribute to Comparison with standard theoretical treatments of

the observed signal. This observation is consistent with omaris of either pertuebetive or nonperturba-

the excitation of an inner-shell electron state, presumably tive nature, does not produce agreement with the expera-

the 4d level in xenon, by atomic processes of the natur tiverseremultion of aspe
:1esribd abve.Sigificntl, reentnW3 mental findings. Conversely, the formulation of a simplelescribed above. Significantly, recent experiments 3  classical estimate qualitatively conforms to several

measuring the photoelectron spectra under identical ex- features of the observed behavior. They are, With particu-

perimental conditions have ruled out the presence of dec- ar reference to xenon, the shell character of the interac-

cons with sufficient energy to produce the observed sig- tion, the maximum energy transfer, the dependence of the

nal. In addition, the photoelectron measuremen3 reveal average energy transfer on the intensity of irradiation, the

the presence of several lines in the xenon spectrum which frequency dependence of the energy transfer, and the
closely match the pattern expected from N4,j-00 Auger feunydpnec fteeeg rnfr n h
traesytmatch t he p trn enfr the Auger weak influence of polarization. Furthermore, it is postu-
transitions, a finding which strongly reinforces the inter- lated that the sharp variations in Z noted for the heavy
pretation given above. Naturally, further experiments are materials is due to a reverse Coster-Kronig mechanism in
being prepared to determine the electron and photon spec- which inner-shell excitations are produced by interaction
tra of the observed emission more accurately. with multiply excited outer shells. These points naturally

Another class of experiments, intended to observe imply the existence of a systematic trend in nonlinear
stimulated emission from highly excited states, has also
seen performed. 77 In the experiment designed to ob properties which extends throughout the Periodic Table.
,sere apifiatiormed. n- rn the exremeltrdsioedto r , This would then constitute a principle of classification

neserve amplification in Kr in the extreme ultraviolet range, which appears to bear some analogy to that developed ear-
intense stimulated emission was detected on five transi- lier for electron potentials, binding energies, and electron
tions spanning the range from 91.6-100.3 nm. An exam- scattering phase shifts.8°

ination of the linewidths and tuning behavior of these
ransitions led to a possible identification of the upper 1ev-
:Is as autoionizing neutral levels involving both singly ex-
cited inner-shell excitations7 and doubly excited configu-
rations. 4"7' 6" 7 This is the first indication of stimulated ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
emission arising from such electronically unstable states.
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ABSTRACT

' energy spectra of electrons generated by collision-free multi-

photon ionization of Xe, Kr, Ar and Ne irradiated at intensities up to

10 W/cm2 with picosecond 193 nm (6.41 eV) radiation have been studied

with an energy resolution of 'N50 mY.- For the- first- time, the formation

. of multiply charged ions by a sequential process of ionization has been

directly, detected in the electron spectra . by the observation of a

characteristic pattern of interwoven above threshold ionization (ATI)

.Sladde,: line series. The appearance and relative intensity of specific

electcon lines depends strongly on the presence bf near-resonances and

featu ; of the interaction involving the laser pulse shape, saturation,

and the shift of the ionization threshold arising from the influence of the

ponderomotive potential. The experimental results are coupared qualitatively

with (ilta from ion time-of-flight experiments and with differing models of

multiphoton ionization.
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With the development of s aly bright infrared and ultraviolet

light sources in the last decade, it has become possible to study the detailed

mechanism of nonlinear coupling of an intense laser field to isolated atoms

unaffected by collisions. Several experiments have been performed to

analyze the ion charge state production, 2 - 5 determine the electron energy

spectrum, 6 - 9 and to measure the optical radiation emitted. 4 , 1 0 For processes

that occur under these conditions, one of the areas of substantial interest

involves the possibility of producing atomic excitations suitable for the
~lb
generation of stimulated emission in the x-ray range.

11 2 -opigo ai
For a "weak* laser field (intensity < 10 W/cm2 ), the coupling of radi-

ation to an isolated atom can be described fairly well within the framework

of lowest order perturbation theory (LOPT) in which only one electron at a

* 1,11
time is assumed to be involved in multiphoton ionization. However, for

much higher laser intensities (1012 - 1017 W/cm2 ) ,.the situation is poorly

understood and other coupling medianisms involvihg many electrons may play

an appreciable role.

Experimentally, the electron energy spectra produced by radiation with

a quantum energy )b exhibit certain salient characteristics. A prominent

feature of the observed electron spectra is the Process known as above threshold

. ionization (ATI), a phenomenon associated with the absorption of a number of

photons N greater than the minimum value Nmin required, on energetic grounds, to

produce ionization.7 ,12 When N > min" the measured electron energy spectrum

consists of a series of discrete lines each corresponding to the order N

with an energy separation of adjacent orders equaling the quantum ).

Furthermore, it is found that the electron lines are not siqnificantly shifted

13
by the effect of the ponderomotive force. Recently, tv-photon free-free

kM 14
transitions .-e also-been analyzed. In addition, the order of

% ' -'6." -
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, ,J:.Inearity observed for higher order ATI 61ectron lines is approximately the

":t- t as for the threshold ionization line, a finding which stands in contra-

13
1!.,idA-on to LPT. This result is, however, consistent with the-order of

I ... inearity measured in ion yield experimentsp although more recent

,uents may alter this picture. It is also seen that certain low

* . : :gy electron lines disappear with increasing laser intensity at charac-

13
s.0tic values 'hikch depend upon the frequency of irradiation. Finally,

817-. energy electrons (> 100 eV) have been observed8 ' in low resolution

!,eriments with intere infrared lasers (> 10 W/cm2 )

Studies 2 ,3 1 of ion production by multiquantum processes have indicated

presence of a anomalously strong coupling for materials in certain

ons of the p A dic table. It appears that the magnitude of this coupling

;ufficiently n At that reasonable account cannot be made by a mechanism

S,1ving the sv-.,'tntial stripping of individual valence electrons in a step-

process. F,'i, hermore, the results on ion production exhibited readily

,;-)rved dependencies on the atomic shell structure, or equivalently, the

ic number, and the frequency of irradiation.

The hypothesis has been advanced that multiply excited states representing

C. t, y organized coherent motions of several valence shell electrons may

"'Ay an importan; role in the coupling at sufficiently high laser intensity. 1 8

. %:, %'his mechanism i, an alternative to the sequential process described above if

tie multiply excited state is produced by a direct multiphoton amplitude from

" neutral atomic ground state. Such an excited state would be expected to

(;ay by multiple electron emission to energetically available continuum

tes. In addition, it has been shown theoretically, that multiply excited

19,20
V- it ites of outer-shell electrons can transfer energy into inner-shell excitations.

In this pap-er, we describe the results of experiments in which the energy

:tra. of eler .ons generated by collision-free multiphoton ionization of xenon,r .". ".'- '-...-,... ,........ . '.. .--..- ,. .........--..---.. . .. ,,.,- .,-,. ,,, , -
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krypton, argon, and neon irradiated at 193 na in the intensity range spanning

1013 - 105 W/c 2 were studied.. The field strengths E correspnding to this

2
range arc 0.06 < 9 < 0.60, as measured in atcimic units (e/a). This investigation

0

had two goals. One involved obtaining information concerning the mechanism of

coupling leading to the high ion charge states observed 
in earlier experiments

3 '4

under sLu -iar conditions, while the second sought an understanding of the

conditions necessary for the production of inner-shell excitations by processes

of intra-atomic energy transfer.

II. EXPERIMENTAL

A. 193 rim Laser System and Bean Properties

For irradiation of the target gas, a 193 nm picosecond ArF* excimer laser

21
system has been used. This system delivers, in both temporal and spatial

characte "stics, a nearly transform limited output beam whose properties are

*.-. the foll ming: pulse energy 1v 40 m, pulse -ength -1 5 psec, quantum energy

Ko 6. eV, and repetition rate A, 1 Hz. In order to perform the experiments,

the 193 .m beamwas focussed with a quartz lens (f = 205 mm at 193 nm) into

the in---action region of an electron spectrometer. As shown below, the focal

volume i; several times larger than the diffraction limited value, a fact

mainly a'-tributed to imperfections in the optical system such as. spherical

abberi,';. )n. It follows that the maximum intensity produced in the interaction

region L; on the order of 10 W/cm 2 . In addition to the-short picosecond

pulse, amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) at X ̂  193 nm is also present and

may rr :esent a substantial contribution to the energy in the form of aV 21
10 nsec background pulse. With no picosecond input into the 193 nm

amplht: r chain, the - 10 nsec ASE pulse has an energy of %, 50-100 mJ. Although

is r, :tively low intensi y rA;an;on onr hfb no detectable ionization of

Ne and Ar. the intensity is sufficient to singly ionize a considerable fraction

of t ,perimental material in the focal volume for Kr and Xe. However,

.4%
LaJ. 

ir W & tIf2OALP& f
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examination of the distributions of the pulse energies for both the ASE and

picosecond components shtwed that the A focus only partially overlaps the

focal volme associated with the picosecond pulse. Consequently, the ASE

S .,:Tpected to have little influence on the interaction dynamics of the pico-

d pulse with the atoms in the focal region of the short pulse beam. This

was confirmed experimentally by changing the temporal position of the picosecond

eat tre within the much broader ASE ptklse, a procedure which, in some cases,

altered slightly the relative intensity of the electron lines. "Therefore,.tno

" cr.alitative influence on the electron spectra'was present, Finallyr -frcs
, 21

.',ses of the 193 nm beam, it is believed that-the presence in the inter-

:tion volume of large spatial and temporal spikes was unlikely.

. ' lectron Spectrometer and Signal Processing

The space charge produced in the experimental volume can appreciably

z the characteristics of the observed electron energy spectra. In order

io minimize the influence of the space charge on the electron spectra, it is

ersary to produce only a few electrons per laser shot in the focal region.

TI.-refore, the electron spectrometer should have a high collection efficiency

ii'. ddition to a reasonable energy resolution. The magnetic mirror time-of-

flight electron spectrometer designed for this purpose allows a collection

solid angle of about 2w steradians at an energy resolution of approximately

50 meV. The principles of operation and physical properties of this type

r: spectrometer 22,23 have been extensively studied by Kruit and Read.24

The interaction volume, in which the electrons are produced, is located

in the strong field region (0 3000 Gauss) of a Co-Sm-permanent magnet as shown

in Fig. (1). The electrons produced are immediately bound to the magnetic

field and execute a cyclotron motion as they are accelerated in the magnetic

.d gradient alonq the symmetry axis of the spectrometer. The electronic
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trajectories, although complicated in detail, occur with conservation of the

total kinetic energy of the electrons. The laser polarization is oriented parallel

to the magnetic field axis. Those electron -emitted into the forward 2w steradian

solid angle enter the low field region (5-1 Gauss) after travelling a distance

of about 200 = with their velocity oriented nearly parallel to the z-axis.

The electron energy can now be measured with a time-of-flight technique. In

the 800 mn drift tube region, which is shielded against stray magnetic fields

by u-metal layers to a value less than 1lO naG, a weak magnetic guide field of

0.5 - 5 Gauss is maintained by a solenoid. The time that the electrons spend

in the drift tube can be increased by the application of a retarding electric

field, which considerably improves the energy resolution for the more energetic
% .

electrons. The electrons are detected by a two-stage multi-channel plate

.detector, (MCP-Chevron type), which is connected to a transient digitizer

(Tektronix 7912 AD). The data taking, processing and storage were handled by

a PDP-11 computer.
" proertie24

The basic properties of the electron spectrometer are now described.

Without retardation, the total flight time T for an electron from the focal

volume at position Z'0 on the z-axis to the detector located at point ZD is

given by ZD

dz
T(E ,eo ) = 

}sin

-. I -- ) %
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In e: -ression (1) a is the initial electron kinetic energy, 0 < 0 < w/2 is

the -lar -range of emission with respect to'the a-axis, B(z) is the magnetic field

as E. 7,nction of position along the z-axis, and B;!i B(Zo). The time distribution

funch: .n dne/dt, for n monoenergetic simultaneously generated and isotropicallye 0

ems. - electrons, which describes. their arrival at the detector, is given by

ED

dn ' B (z) dzde n10 0 - i
-n T(Ee)=u -(-2)(Zdi- 0 0 0 Tm OS 0 I B (z) i.. (2lB0

0

Ph, - -ally, the spread in electron arrival times occurring at the detector

% ai - 7rom the influence of the magnetic field as the velocities of the

el.,&c ,ns become parallel. For anisotropic electron emission with a cos 20

24 2dl-,. ' --ution, ..Eq. (2) is multiplied by a factor of 3cos 0 . Fig. (2)
0

il-I L-rates the calculated time-of-flight distribution at the detector for

ar. -opic emission along with the measured influence of the retarding

" pot.;- al on the electron linewidth.

The target gas uniformly fills the whole vacuum system and typical operating

pres ares were between 2 x 1078 Torr to 5 x 10- 6 Torr. Experimentally it was found

tha-, depending on the laser intensity and the ionization probability, both the

% ' eff- cts of space charge in the focal region and detector saturation could severely

lim;. the highest useful gas density. The space charge tends to broaden the width

of the electron lines, as shown in (Fig. 2), and generates a low energy tail on

the distribution. Consequently, the total ion production was usually kept below

"w 1000 per laser pulse. At low signal intensity, the MCP was- operated in an

event counting mode, a procedure which supresses electrical noise and allows inte-

. gr. over several hundred laser shots. Since the background-pressure in the vacuum

'.s.~N - -~ -
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Since the magnetic field diverges in the drift region, this type of

electro sect exhibits a manification whose value depends uVp the XatiO of

the magnetic field strength in the ion region to that present at the

catector. By varying the magnetic field in the drift tube, a circle with a

Jiaameter between u 250 un and " 500 an can be imaged onto the detector surface.

,ith this knowledge, an approximate estimate of the interaction volume has

oeen made through a comparison of the electron yield with the number density

of the target gas. Working at a sufficiently high intensity so tkit the

-ionization of the sample is saturated; ahd taking into account the overall

3fficiency of detection (. 25%), we find a diameter of approximately 18 um.

rhis result is in good agreement with the value of "a 14 jrm estimated independently

. from the limit imposed by spherical abberation. Furthermore, the spectra are

observed to be insensitive to the position of the focussing lens when it is

moved along the laser beam axis for a distance of about I mam. This indicates.

that the intensity varies rather slowly in the vicinity of the focal plane.

Since exact information on the intensity distribution throughout the interaction

volume is not known, an uncertainty of approximate1y a factor of three remains

for the absolute laser intensity used in these experiments.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the following, the general characteristics of the measured electron

energy spectra are presented and discussed. Since xenon exhibits a more

rich and complex spectrum than those characteristic of the other rare qases,

the features specific to this case will be emphasized in the discussion below.

A. Above Threshold Ionization in Rare Gas Electron Spectra

Figure 3 illustrates typical electron time-of-flight spectra recorded at a peak

014 is1 2it

lasew intensity of 'u 5 x 10 1. 0 /cm for neon, argon, and krypton along with a

Slo
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spectru for xenon corresponding to an intensity of S 5 x 1013 W/cm. Also

ahctw are the relevant energy level diagrams2 6 with .the m i tiptton transitions

ad the electron emission lines indicated. The gas density was adjusted to

keep the total electron production below % 1000 per pulse.

Several features of the data are apparent. In addition to the prominent

10uvest order ionization lines corresponding to the absorption of two photons

by xanon, three photons by krypton and argon, and four photons by neon, which

L-.3ave the corresponding ions in the ground ns 2 np52P0 states, several above

ihreshold ionization lines are present. The intensity of the observed ATI lines,

however, drops rapidly with increasing order. Only in the case of xenon is a

, solved line present indicating that the first ion (Xe+) is left in its lowest

2 52_o
-,!'ited state ns np 52 P 

2"

1/2

Several relevant experimental parameters are summarized in Table I.

"iNr measured ionization threshold laser intensities are well below the actual

± intensities corresponding to these spectra, a fact which places them well

into the saturation regime in which the electron yield grows much slower

w i rh increasing laser intensity than that characteristic of the threshold

, qion due to depletion of neutral atoms in the interaction region.2 7  This

m ans that a substantial nuzber and, indeed, in certain circumstances, most

, Lhe singly charged ions may be formed before the laser peak intensity is

.(i:'ained in the experimental volume.

The experimental linewidth, if obtained under conditions of high resolution

for which space-charge broadening is avoided, allows an estimate of the upper

limit for the transition rate to be made. This width, which varies between

200 meV and 400 meV at the highest laser intensities used in these studies,

yields values for the transition rate spanning the range between 3 x 10 4sec
-I

14 -1and 6 x 10 sec - . Since a full analysis of the observed linewidth has not

,)!-41 performed, the actual transition rate could be substantially lower than

4~~V '! ~-a p JA J~%



tih- upper limait.. Factors that could contribut, to excessive broadening are

ot-to-hot I lationI of the line Positions and the influence of dynamic. stark

Mhifts of atomic levels caused by varying field intensities in the interaction

Table I also contains a c Iparison of the measured threshold intensities

ai values calculated according to the Keldysh-Raiser formula in the

.photon ionization limit.2 8 2 9  This formulation gives~~3/2 2-±"2 (o2.

W - - N min(a Em to - T ) in (3)

in which W is the transition rate, B is a factor of order unity, Nmin is the

ninimum number of photons with quantum energy (Xw) necessary to be 4bsorbed-

i-;: the ionization process, -T (E) is the generlized field*dependent lonizatipn

c:eshold discrussed .below- in.Sedtion 11IB.l; ind.E° is the--laser electric field
. 0

-).litude. The. trinsition.-probability P then becomes

P =W T. (4)

which T denotes the laser pulse length. Reasonable agreement is found with this

-ormula for both-Ne and Ar. In contrast, the experimental values are considerably

.wer than the corresponding Keldysh values for both Kr and Xe. The threshold

.ntensity is defined in these calculations as that necessary to produce a one

-,e. ectron signal per laser pulse at the detector. It should be noted in this

connection that the non-perturbative Keldysh formula fails to reproduce the

production rate observed for highly charged ions. 4 Clearly, the influence of

_ atomic resonances is responsible for the lower thresholds observed in Kr. In

this case, a set of three known 3 0 two-photon near-resonances exists involvinq

transitions from the 4s24p6 ground state to those with the excited confiquration

4s 24p 56p. The nr.-qy parameters dencribing the detuninq from exact

resonance are small with.values of 8E % -6 meV, -36 meV, and 44 meV, respectively.

5, V ~ S ***~5-~*~**~**' **

4~~~*W'I It ~. ~ Ly
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One of these transitions, OcCzring in the oertl. PrQCess

4 2 4p 61 Sa + 2y(6.41 eV) -1- 4s 24p5 ( 2 )6p + ly -6- 43 2 4p 52 /o e e(5.25 eV), (5)
48 4p + 3/2) 4 p3/2

strongly fawors the excitation. channel leading to the J - 3/2 core level, the

state corresponding to the ground ionic term.. In comparison, the more..

off-re .,ant channel
' 61-S 2 5.2 o .2 52o0

4- 24p6 S + 2y(6.41 eV) 49 4p ( 2102)6p + ly -l 4s 4p P2 + e-(4.56 eV), (6)0 1i/2 1/2

with detuMing 6E . 630 neV, leads to formation of the'iOn in the first excited

state. Thus, the near-resonance in process. (5) explaihs the absence or the

weakner-.: of the 4.56 eV election line cokesponding" to. reaction* (6) in the Kr

specti, min. A. siilarsituation-holds for Ar, in which a two-photbn near-resonance,

2 5with upper level configuration 3s 3p.4p. . ad "detuning parameter 6E 'u-85 meV,

may efthance ioniground state formation in the process

3s23p 61 S 32 + 1 - 32 52Po e(3.48 eV). (7)
3 S+ 2 eV 3p5 (2 P3/ 2)p 3p 2

It shou&d be noted, however, that the energy of detuning can change significantly

at high laser fields due to the dynamic stark shift, a fact that. can significantly

alt - :-sonance effects 31'32 of this kind.

The situation is complicated in xenon by the fact that the two-photon

ene y (12.82 eV) falls in the energy region containing the autoionizing
S2. 52o

Rydherg series which converges to the excited 5s 2p P o ion state. On
1/2

ac )unt of the rather close spacing of Rydberg levels, near-resonances occur

in this region. For example, the observed33 even parity state

5s2 5p5(p5 2 ) 5u[5]2 ., which falls at 12.886 eV, has a weak field detuning

para,-eter of only 6E = +64 meV. This level, as well as other even parity

stat s. could have an appreciable influence on- the overall transition rate.

-P.

R'



xI 'enon with 193 na radiation, sufficient energy is available to
S20 2o

Ppal i . both the ionic P / ground state and the correspondinq "i/2 excited

state v, 'b three and four photon absorption. interestingly, the observed
20 -

br s ng ratio 1/2/ P3/2) for the corresponding electron line

int i hies I gives

3 = Ie(5"79 eV)/I (7.10 eV) , 5 and

R4 = Ie (12.20 eV)/ le(13.51 eV) "a 4.

This indicates a strong enhancement of the channel forming the excited

P2 state, a finding that strongly contrasts with. the statistical value of-0.5
1/2

an I measured ratio of- 0.62 for single photon ionization at a comparable total
' .54

enr,! Branching ratios in other mutltiphoton experiments have been
V. aortn35

rep- 1 to be R. "' 1 for 5 photon absorption 5at ) = 2.81 eV and

% 1.35, 0.43, and 0.3 for 6, 7, and 8 photon absorption at = 2.34 eV,

res . <-ely. 1 2 Apparently, several factors, including the laser intensity,

the -.-43ence of near-resonances, and the order of the process, influence

the -.- 'e of this ratio.

.ce the experimental results provide information on the relative

int e .. ;ties of the electron lines originating from ATI-processes of different

or, , i, a comparison to other studies performed under different conditions

can - ioade. As shown in Table I, a more rapid decrease is observed in the

ult -, iolet at 193 rnm as compared to the corresponding results obtained at

visiLj and infrared wavelengths.12,13 An experimental test ruling out normal

invcr,-. bremsstrahlung as the mechanism producing the higher order electron

l.ne. n the low density plasma formed in the focal region was made. On the

ba3;'t 3. l- the linear density dependence observed for the intensities of the

electon lines, inverse brenestrahlung heating in the plasma was found to be

in, 'icant at least up to pressures of 14 10 Torr, the highest values

Jil ,I-*'q r I • ,
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used in the experiment. The signature of the bremasstrahlung mechanism would

have been a quadratic dependence of the electron intensity on gas density.

Examination of the intensity distributions on the AT! lines also indicates

that the highly excited configurations of the neutral atoms occurring above the

f Lr:t ionization threshold, as well as levels of excited ionic configurations, do

r.ot appreciably affect the rates of ionization for the observed channels. The

boxed regions shown on the energy level diagrams in Fig. (3) indicate the range

of energies in which levels of excited ionic configurations occur. Although it

is seen in' all four cases that these regions overlap the energies associated with

c t..n observed ATI features (e.g. N = 8,9 in Ne and N = 5,6 in Ar), the.

nten.sities observed for these lines do not exhibit anomalous variations -in con-

p-irison with other electron lines falling outside these specific energy regions.

_--er comments related to this observation are reserved for Section III.B.5 below.

Theoretical values for the relative probabilities of ATI lines have been

.-:,I._lated by Chu and Cooper 36 for hydrogen. Other analyses describing the dynamics

c f the process have been given by Crance and Aymar
3 7 and by Gontier and Trahin

3 8

assume a well defined spatial and temporal intensity distribution for charac-

,.,-:iiz.ation of the laser beam. Although a quantitative comparison of our data with

.these calculated hydrogenic probabilities is not strictly valid because of ex-

rn,,_Lmental uncertainties and the electronic complexity of the rare gas atoms as

c,2.ared to hydrogen, the experimental results qualitatively reflect the behavior

pxLdicted by the earlier work of Chu and Cooper36 and Gontier and Trahin.
38

*Briefly, at ultraviolet wavelengths, relatively low order processes

4-.V. N = 2 and N = 3) can energetically lead to ionization of the neutral

system for most materials. Because of this, the intensity level needed to

p:y2ice an ionization rate comparable to the inverse of the pulse width, a

condition that leads to saturation, is relatively low. Indeed, resonances

e amplitude, such as those noted above for arqon, krypton, and xenon
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with 193 na radiation, can further reduce this requisite intensity for

rapid: Ionization. Consequently, during the risetime of the laser pulse, a

substantial fraction of the atoms can become ionized into the first ionization

channel before the intensity becomes sufficiently great to produce a comparable

transition rate for higher order processes. Fbr longer wavelengths, which

require a higher order process to accomplish ionization, it is anticipated

that the saturation intensity for ionization and the intensity required for

comparable ATI transition rates will have values that are closer together.

pIn addition, if the ATI process is pictured physically as an inverse-Bremsstrahlung

mechanism involving the intimately associated electron-ion pair, the absorption

rate at shorter wavelenqths is expected to be suppressed in comp"rison to longer

ones on account of the wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficient

which, in standard form, is proportional to the square of the wavelenqth.

Therefore, it is expected, at ultraviolet wavelengths, that the enhancement

of the higher-order processes of absorption requires a sharp risetime of the

ultraviolet pulse. This condition, which is examined further below in Section

III. B.5, enables the intensity experienced by the htom to reach values of a

sufficient magnitude in a sufficiently short time so that higher order channels

can compete effectively with those of lower order. In the present experiments,

the requirements of this condition do not appear to be well fulfilled. Highly

charqed ions, however, because of the significantly increased energy of

ionization, may tend to exhibit more pronounced ATI absorption, since the order

N of the lowest ionization channel is greater, a condition that will generally

lead to a substantially increased saturation intensity. The same consideration

applies in the comparison of the strengths of the higher order features of the

ATI spectra of the rare qases which are observed to increase in the expected

fashion ITable I and Fig. 3) from Xe to Ne.

4

~%
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Multiply excited atomic states may play an important role in the many-

quantum absorption process, particularly if sufficient- intensity can be rapidly

applied to the atom and if appropriate resonances are present in the amplitude.

Indeed, a picture based on a collective atomic response involving several

electrons occupying excited orbitals has been considered in certain 
models.40 '41'42

These analyses display features which are, in principle, compatible with the

extant experimental data.
3 ,4

A comon feature of multiply excited atomic configurations is the
43

specific issue of a discrete state coupled to adjacent continua. The

simplest prototype of these multiply excited configurations is doubly

44-46
excited heliumu, which has an observed sequence of double excitations

22snl beginning at approximately 60 eV above the (1s) ground state. More

complex multiply excited systems, known as planetary atoms,44'47 have also

been considered.

The rare gases have been a prime subject of investigation of two-electron

processes. Double ionization measurements are summarized by Holland et al.48

for photon energies in the 40- to 300-eV region. Whereas double ionization

of He, Ne, and Ar in this region is due to pair excitation of electrons in the

valence shell, that of Kr and Xe is mainly a result of Auger processes

following one-electron ionization of the core. Shake-up experiments in the

49
rare gases have also been performed. Spears et al. have used x-ray sources

to eject an inner-shell electron and observe the satellite lines in the

photo-electron spectrum, which are due to valence-shell excitation. Finally,

two-electron excitation in the photoabsorption of the rare gases was observed

by Codling, Madden, and Ederer44 ,50- 54 in the 8- to 60-nm region. Additional

" "Ik
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-~ 55-64
* orstical treatments of two-electron excitations are available in

i recent literature.

Specific de tailed information is available for argon, krypton, and

')M for low lylng multiply excited levels in the region below 50 ev.

'rypton, the -Iltiply excited manifold begins at O 23.3 eV above the
e52,65,66

cal ground s .e 5 and is, therefore, reached by a four quantum

ess at 193 mi (25.64 eV). We note that the excited states in this

)n have been .;;rongly inplicated in the recent study6 7 , 6 8 of radiative

.anisms exhi-h'i-.ed by krypton under excitation at 193 nm. For argon, 3s

r-shell ex& -_,tion begins at 26.61 eV and doubly excited levels exist 5 0

e 29.0 eV. :inally, for xenon, autoionizing levels corresponding to single

-. .shell excita-ion and double 5p-shell excitation have been observed5 2

V-v~e ' , 20.95 eV. Interestingly, although levels in krypton with single

4!3-shell excitations and double 4p-shell excitations apparently play an important

Iin the radiative response6 7'6 8 for 193 nm intensities in the range of

12 14 2
L( 10 W/cM , no clear evidence for the influence of these states

S4, t..the ATI-ladder lines was observed in the electron spectra at an intensity

2-,5 x1014 25,,.. x 10 5 , as shown in Table I. Similarly, as noted above, for neon,

, Ion, and xenon, the observed ATI pattern did not give evidence of substantial

Luence arising from the known multiply excited levels. If the intensity

,:he ATI electron lines is interpreted as a measure of the photon absorption

'k's for higher order processes, only a fraction on the order of one percent

less of the higher charged ion states produced could be attributed to this

".,t)e of direct excitation mechanism under the given experimental conditions.

F. Additional L mres in the Xe-Electron Spectrum

A question of principal significance concerns the identification of the

;.nant mecha.. responsible for the production of highly charged ions under
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collision-frea irradiation. 6 9  The sequential stripping of single electrons

with increasing laser intensity, a stepwise process which leaves the ions in

their ground or low excited states, should generate an electron energy spectrum

consisting of a group of sharp lines which accompanies the normal ATI-ladder

series associated with the neutral ground state. -n an alternative process

involving Ulp direct multiple autoionization or photolonifation of multiply

excited states, the liberated electrons can mutually redistribute the excess

energy available and generate a continuous component of relatively low energy

electrons to the measured spectrum. In addition, atomic inter-shell energy

transfer may occur in which energy associated with the excitation of outer-

shell electrons can be conmuicated to inner-shells by an interaction that

has been pictured as a form of dynamic configuration interaction. 1 9 ' 2 0  The

inner-shel.'. :cited states produced could subsequently decay radiatively or

by the emi-. i.on of Auger electrons with characteristic energies.

Experr- i-tally, all of these different excitation and decay channels

can occur simultaneously in the interaction region, a situation which may

seriously complicate the interpretation on the observed electron energy

spectra. Some simplification, however, arises from the use of ultra-uiolet

quanta becau.p the characteristic spacing that occurs between ATI lines is

relatively ! :re, a factor that more readily permits resolution of fine details

in the spect rum.

"videnc t for the presence of the sequential process is shown in Fiq. (3)

13 2
for xenon. In this case, at an intensity of u 2 x 10 W/cm , a weak line

at 4.44 eV J7 observed which indicates the formation of the Xe2+ (5s25p4 ) 3P2 2o

ground state which arises from a four photon absorption from the Xe 
+ (5s25p 5) P3 / 2

ionic groun(I -evel. Upon an increase in the 193 nm laser intensity, the energy

distributiov nf the electrons observed in the xenon spectrum chanqes dramatically,

4,

I , " , " ' .,' . ' .'., , ' ,. .. . '.'
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as shown in Pig. (4) ,*a low resolution time-of-flight recording spanning

*the en4 rqyj range between o, 0.3'ev and 11, 100 *V. It in seen that the lowest

4. order ionization line weakens and splits nearly symmetrically into two features
0*

whose :3i-paration grows with Increasing intensiti. -At the greater intensity,

the 11na group around 5 eV, comprised of the two 3-photon ATI-ladder lines

and tarn 4,-photon line indicating- the sequential Ne 2 ground state formation,

begin 3 to dominate the spectrum. In addition, a broad quasi-continuous

featuce a; ' 3 eV and new line groups between '. % eV and A,' 30 eV are

appar~nt. in Fig. (5), the Xe-spectrm is displayed with high resolution at

15 2
an in-!f-knistv of 'l' 10 W/cm and converted- to a linear energy scale. More

than n-!rt~y sharp lines are visible in this spectrum. In order to interpret

this omplex spectrum, several physical effects have to be considered.

1. ;iif.t of Ionization Thresholds

tib eakening of low energy photoelectron lines with increasing laser

inten- .7 has been reported by Kruit et al. 13in experiments at 1.06 Uim.

Subseq...,:ntly, several theoretical papers have appeared giving descriptions

and -:qIhinations of this effect.3 6 7 7  In the discussion below, we adopt the

analy-'. developed by Szdke. 
75

energy conservation governing the motion of an electron undergoing

photoiou.i zation by a multiphoton process in an intense electromagnetic field

is exp)rssed by the relation

-+22

C (N)c =_ )+N) 4. + 1 0 + P()
D Aq M ~(E ++~ CA~ 4 RW2 m

in expression (8) c (N) is the energy of the "dressed" abom (ion) state and
D

£(E) md1 C (E) are the energies, respectively, of the initial state of the
Aq AoC3+1

q-tixe:; '-harge4 ion and the final state of the q4-1-charged ion in the electro-

* **** *v*~~4S.
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magnetic field . Both states are shifted in energy by the dynamic stark

* effect by amounts given by

*e At' ( A)! ( e)- (0) and (9)

a'&ept(E) CAq1l () - + (0) (10)

from their zero field energy. This effect is usually small ( < 100 meV) for

the more tightly bound initial states (ground levels) of the rare qases. The

last two texs represent the total motional energy of the electron, which

consists of the piece described by the ponderomotive potential, which arises

from the oscillatory notion of the electron in the alternating field, and the

term denoting the translational energy with momentum P. The oscillating

74
motion of the ion is neglected in this expression, since its very large mass

causes that contribution to be extremely small. Once the electron is outside

the influence of the ionic coulomb field, it cannot emit or absorb real photons.

It has been previously shown75 that the influence of Compton scattering is

entirely negligible under the conditions relevant to these experiments.

Therefore, the total energy of the electronic motion is conserved and the

component represented by the rapidly oscillating quiver motion is converted

into translational kinetic energy by the ponderomotive force as the particle

moves to the zero field region (E - 0) on its way to the detector.

The essential point here.is that, if the electron is excited to a. total

energy in the continUm less than that associated with the ponderomotive poten-

tial, namely, the quiver energy, under-those field conditions. it cannot escape

"- from the Coulomb potential and is trapped. This is equivalent to statinq

that the ionization or continuum threshold, which can be defined as the series

-limit characterizing the liberation of a Rydberg electron from a dressed"

state, is tips1: ifted by an amount equal to the quiver energy.- Therefore,

the expressicr

'p
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-T(E) -T 0 + *2 + ACq+l AC Aq ,

In which T - pq+l (0) - Aq (0) is the usual low field ionization threshold,

can be consii red as a generalized ionization threshold. The principal conse-

quence of this condition is the closing of low energy ionization channels above

certain chara teristic laser intensities. This effect has been discussed

earlier by Razier. Furthermore, since the total energy of the electron

after the multiphoton absorption event is conserved, its deficit in trans-

lational kinetic energy in the high field region is regained upon expulsion

from that zone, leaving its kinetic energy altered relative to a low field

*event only by the small difference arising from the dynamic stark shifts

of the initi'l and final atomic or ionic states. This situation holds for

the conditiorn that the escape velocity of the electron is sufficiently

fast with - ' t to the rate of variation of the laser field.
75

These cors derations lead to a characteristic behavior for the electron

spectrum of an .kTI-ladder of lines. As the peak intensity of irradiation is

increased, th- tower energy ionization channels close and the spectrum of

emitted electrons shifts towards the higher order lines while the line positions

remain near., .affected. It should be noted, however, that a perceptible

shift of the Iectron spectrum could already occur before the lower energy channels

close.36'3 , /!, 7 Further, on account of the w dependence of the pondercmotive

potential, the radiative influence on the shift of the ionization threshold

is considerably stronger in the infrared region than in the ultraviolet.

Interes' t./41y, energetic electrons have been observed in experiments

conducted at .06 Um at a peak intensity of I 1016 W/cm 2  In these relatively

S--
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. 8,17

lw resollton stdi 8es, perormed by Baldin, Samham, and Luther-Davis,

electrons - ith energies up to several hundred electr. volts were detected

and the origin of thrLT acceleration was attributed to the ponderomotive force.

13
Ewve, t . u unshifted line positions observed by Xruit and coworkers seen

to be at vw.riance with this result. In this connection it is noted that, due

to the ups!-. ft of the ionization threshold by the ponderomotive potential,

the lowest ionization channel open for 1.06 11M radiation at this intensity

corresponds to a transition involving several hundred photons. Of course,

low energy electrons are similtaneously observed as a result of ionization

*early in i ,a rise of the pulse or from generation in peripheral regions of

the interaction volume that are exposed to a lower intensity. similar findings

have been recently reported by Lompr6 and coworkers 16 who observed, in low

energy resnlution experiments, electrons with energies up to 50 eV. In this
16.

case, 1 , f.as assumed that the virtual excitation of multiply excited states

enhanced t,.e probability for ATI processes. However, this analysis did not

take into account the radiative shift of the ionization threshold.-

The relative weakening of the two-photon (0.7 eV) ionization line and the

related trengthening of the- three quantum ionization lines observed in the xenon

electron spectrum can both be attributed to the closing of the lower (0.7 eV)

channel hroughout a considerable fraction of the interaction volume. The in-

tensity , :193 TM radiation necessary to shift the ionization threshold an energy

equivalv-nt to 0.7 eV is u 2 x 1014 W/cm , a value in qood agreement with our

experiment. On the other hand, these results indicate that a substantial

fraction of neutral Xe atoms is still present when the laser pulse reaches

the intensity of 2 x 104 Wn/cm, since most of the observed higher order

proce appear to occur between that value and the threshold closing of the

p_ -:-
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is 2
h- ionization at 1.5 x 101 /cm The closing of the latter

channel is not observed in these expeximents indicating that Intensities

greatak than 1.S x 1015 W/cm2 were not. ymoftced In the curent saies.

2. Dynamic Stark Splitting of the Xe Two-Photon Ionization Line

The splitting of the two-photon ionization line at N 0.7 eV in xenon

illustrated in Fig. (6) that develops with increasing 193 n intensity

10 2 12 2
occurs in the intensity range between % 10 W/cm and " 10 W/cm . Since

these intensities are rather low, the splitting is readily observed with -he

relatively low power ASE pulse l 10 nsec duration without the presence of

the considerably more intense picosecond radiation. The experimental signature

of the splitting appears to rule out a spurious instrumental origin for this

effect. The splitting is seen to be independent of both pressure and the

* position of the interaction region along the magnetic field axis. The influence

of space charge generated by scattered 193 na radiation from surfaces has been

examined by independently illuminating the surfaces .near the interaction zone

with a separate beam. As a result of the charge density produced in this way,

the line is shifted to higher electron energy with a perceptibly altered

shape, but importantly, with the splitting preserved.

As noted above, the two-photon absorption in xenon is distinguished by

the fact that the equivalent two-photon energy is located in the autoionizing
S2. 52o

Rydbcq q series converging to the Ss 2p P o series limit, a property leading
77

to the presence of near resonances. It is well known that if a sufficiently

strong coupling is established between two states by an intense resonant field,

a splitting can develop which arises from the dynamic stark effect of the

"dressed" atomic states.78 For the circumstance in which the upper state

is an autoionizinq level, the influence of the Autler-Townes effect on the

electron energy spectrum has been studied extensively by K. Rzaiewski and
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Eberly79 for a transition involving a single photon.- moreover, this

* dynamic stark splitting, in the context of miltiphoton transitions and

electron energy spectra, has been discussed by Lambropuolos and Zoller l a

and Bialynicka-Birula. 7 3 Both the near resonant discrete state and the

continuum are coupled to each other by the coulomb interaction as described

in the model developed by Fano. The energy distribution of the photoelectrons

released from the autoionizing state acts as a probe to detect the splitting.

The actual shape of the resulting photoelectron line depends sensitively on

the parameters governing the behavior of the system. The relevant parameters

are the radiative coupling strength linking the two resonant levels, the

autoionization linewidth, the laser bandwidth, the pulselength, the dephasing

rate, the intensity dependent detuning of the laser from the discrete resonances,

and the Fano asymmetry parameter. We tentatively interpret the observed

splitting of the 0.7 eV line in xenon as arising from the dynamic stark effect.

By fitting the measured line profile to the parameters mentioned above, the

observed electron line shape, including the intenstty dependence, could be

reproduced for parameters representing reasonable physical values. A more

detailed analysis is currently underway and will be published elsewhere.

3. Evidence Concerning High Charge State Production

Table II lists the relative ion charge state abundances for Xe, Kr,

and Ar which have been obtained previously in an ion time-of-flight 
experiment,3 ,4

under conditions which are giiilar to those of the present electron energy

measurements. These data are presented along with the expected relative electron

yield for each charge state for two distinct limiting cases. They are (a) the purely

sequential and (b) direct processes, respectively. According to this comparisoM,

in the direct process, approximately 70% for xenon, 30% for krypton, and 15% for

argon oF all electrons that are produced arise from the formation of higher charged

- ".' -
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!ons. It is expected that these electrons would contribute a relatively low

nergy continuum to the electron spectra. No unambiguous evidence for the

,'xdstence of such a contribution to the continuum has been found, but its

c,-.sence could be obscured by the surface background electrons produced by

,. attered radiation and the low energy wings of the prominent ATI-ladder lines

-hown in Fig. (3). The gas density has been kept low in order to avoid detector

Pluration caused by the higher energy lines. The possibility that these

I ,ctrons are trapped in the space charge of the residual ion cloud was tested

.,(d ruled out by the application of a static electric field across the interaction

q,3ion.

If the model of sequential electron production is adopted, several

huannels for ionization have to be simultaneously considered on account of the

rmfaber of possible excited states that could be produced in conjunction with

1. distribution of the observed ionic species. Table III.a lists some of the

r:ocesses which are believed to be significant. They are, of course, related

c,3 the observed lines illustrated in Fig. (5). As shown in the figure, the

.ines which are manifest in the measured xenon electron energy spectrum for

'ensities above v 2 x 10 W/cm closely match a pattern of overlapping ATI-

'.adder series with each series associated with the population of a respective

ionic state. The branching ratios for the different excited states of the

-,sidual ions are not known and, as discussed in Sec. III. A above, may depend

.,trongly on intensity dependent resonances. We note the accidental coincidence

* several line energies, a fact which makes it difficult to isolate certain

3+i dividual ladder contributions, especially those for processes leading to Xe

nd higher charge states. The lowest energy lines are seen to be grouped in

* he range between " 2 eV and " 6 eV;- More enerqetic groups are apparent with

ix S
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corresponding spacing* of lines given asproximately by the photon energy of

6.41 eV. Estimates of the relative intensities for the most irominent lines

are listed in Table IV. Except for the first group of lines in the 2-4 eV

range sown in Fig. (5), the relative line intensity within each of the hiqher

enerJy groups is repeated, although the absolute intensity of these features

drops rapidly with increasing energy. At a density of % 2 x 10 - 5 Torr, weak

line groups up to an energy of ' 60 eV could be observed in this experiment.

These data indicate that in the sequential production of the higher charge

states of the xenon ions, ATI occurs with a greater probability than in the

multiphoton ionization of the neutral xenon atom. This observation may be

attributable to the higher saturation intensity expected to be characteristic

of the ionized species resulting from the larger energy of ionization and the

correspondingly greater order N of the threshold process. The comparison of

the relatively weak group of lines in the 2-4 eV region of Fig. (5) with those

lines of the next higher order indicates that the lowest order channels close,

at least for. the maximum intensity region of the interaction volume. The

closing of these channels corresponds to a range oi intensities spanning from

14 2 15 25.6 x 10 W/cm ('0 2 eV) to ' 1.4 x 10 W/cm 2 V 5 eV). This closing of

the lowest order channels of ionization could explain the fact that the lowest

energy feature (f5) in the next higher order group is the most intense. A close

examination of the line energies reveals that the individual ATI-ladder series

are shifted in energy relative to each other by an amount on the order of

", 50 meV. Although these apparent shifts have to be interpreted with caution,

since they may be subject to the influence of space charqe induced by scat-

tered radiation, they may represent the relative dynamic stark shifts of the

initial and final ionic states according to Eq. 11.

- .-
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The total integrated intensity of-the neutral ionization lines is

" Lroximately. equal to that of the ionization lines arising from the ions.

:-i presented in Table II, the sequential process can account for the total

i. production obsered in xenon to within the experimental uncertainty.

question of -the existence of an additional continuum contribution underlying

:ihn densely packed features between 0.5 and 6 eV, although possible, cannot

answered with the energy resolution available in this experiment. L'Huillier

'-ad coworkers 8 1 concluded from their experimental ion data that direct excitation

-1-f the neutral atom is the dominant process at intensities below the saturation

"ovel. Above that intensity, due to the depletion of neutral atoms in the

.1y, raction volume, the sequential ionization of ions becomes increasingly

"mportant. This view is not in conflict with the results of the present work,

", the spectra were taken well in the saturation regime. The direct

c-citation process could become significant at ultraviolet wavelengths for the

' l; Iuction of charge states higher than the triply charged ion, because the

-.taation for these species, as noted in Section III. A above, is similar to

:_h,- governing the interaction of atoms with infrared fields.

More information concerning the competition between the sequential and

ceect processes should be obtainable from a study of the electron spectra

-he other rare gases. The behavior of xenon contrasts with that exhibited

.rgon and krypton. As Table II shows, the electron contributions arising

.11 the formation of higher charged ions is considerably less for argon and

.ton at intensities below 'u 1015 W/cm 2 than they are for xenon. In addition,

-x krypton the experimental situation is aggravated by the fact that the low

Pnergy electron continuum between % 0 eV and v 2 eV qenerated by scattered

idiation may obscure all weak line features in this range. Furthermore, the

-7
ypton pressure has to be kept be-low t 2 x 10 Torr in order to avoid
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detector saturation caused by the dominant 5.24 eV-line shown in Fig. C3),

an effect which will suppress any lower energy features.

The-sequential ionization of the i+ 20 ground state to the ground

and low lying excited Kr2-ion states produces electron lines qrouped around

0.9 eV - 1 eV for 4-photon absorption (Table IIIb) and around 6.8 - 7.5 eV

for 5-photon absorption. The lowest order channels close at intensities in

the range of 1.5 x 10 - 3 x 1014 W/cm2 . A careful study of many electron

spectra recorded under different experimental conditions revealed that the

feature observed in the krypton spectrum shown in Fig. (3) between 6.5 eV

Uk and 8.5 eV can be associated with these 5-photon processes.

2+-
In Ar the sequential Ar formation leads to electron lines around

4.3 eV (Table III.c). The inset illustrated in the argon spectrum of Fig. (3),

a which was recorded at a higher energy resolution, clearly shows the expected

feature, but slightly upshifted at around 5 eV. In addition, on the low

n-ergy side of the structured peak occurring at 1 10 eV, another line is

seen which corresponds to 6-photon ionization of'Ar P with the finalP3/2 wt h ia

2+ ion in the excited 2D2 level (Table III.c). The combined intensity of

these lines, relative to the neutral Ar ladder sequencer anoroximately reflects

the easred+ 2+the measured relative abundances of the Ar+ and Ar ions listed.in Table II.

If the direct process is important for argon and krypton and if a

wsbstantial fraction of the electrons produced comprise a relatively low

energy continuum, then the experimental difficulties noted above interfere

with their detection. Also, we recall, from the discussion in Section III.A,

that the probability for direct multiphoton absorption above the second

ionization threshold must be quite low under the qiven experimental conditions.
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4,... Mltiphoton Inner-Shell Excitation

In addition to the photoionization of outer-shell electrons, highly charged

ions can be 1b. final result arising from the initial formation of an inner-shell

vacancy fL.lowed by electron rearrangement with the emission of radiation and

82-86
Auger eler -rons in a cascade process. The Auger spectra of the rare gases

87-94
have been measured using both single-photon and electron impact ionization.

In multiphoton experiments inner-shell excitation is possible, in principle,

either by direct high-order multiphoton coupling to the inner -electron or by

energy transfer from multiply excited outer-shell configurations. For the latter,

it has been possible to formulate a model describing a possible mode of intra-

shell coupling by drawing an analogy with fast ion-atom and atom-atom

collisioi. 19,20 The known properties of free atoms suggest that this kind of

coupling -.-ould be quite strong, particularly in certain regions of the periodic

table. 4  i Xe, for example, the 5p, 5s, and 4d shells exhibit substantial intra-

shell conp,.ing and behave in a collective fashion like a single super shell. 8 5 ' 9 5 - 9 7

Direct inner-shell photoexcitation by the ultraviolet radiation is expected

.98
to be unll.-ely because of the screening provided by the outer-shells, an

effect whl h is significant because the single photon energy is below the outer-

shell excitation energy.9 9 However, at very high laser intensities, the strong

inter-s ui.l coupl:5ng is expected to iause a nonlinear response of the outer-

shell electrons to the laser field and, consequently, the generation of higher

harmonics of the field, which can then penetrate to inner-shells and cause their

ionization.
2 0 ,10 0

Independent of the mechanism of excitation, the Auger decay of an inner-

shell vacancy should result in an electron energy spectrum with a characteristic

pattern of lines. The spectrum consists of the principal decay line, leaving

the doubly charged ion in theaground state, and an array ofrsatellite lines caused

by electzn correlati on 95 ,96 ishake-up) which leads to ion formation in an

excited state.
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9 2 62In :tenon, the energies of the 4d Ss p2D5/2,3/2 4d-hole states are

known 9 2 ' t0 1 to be at 67.5S eV ani 69.52.eV, respectively. The correspondinq

9 2 62D 1energies for the kryton 3d-hole states 3d4 4 p D5 /2,3/ 2 are measured 101

*.' to be . D3.82 eV and 95.04 eV, respectively. The strongest decay lines in the

N445-00 .- r spectrm of xenon are grouped around 35 eV with observed9 2 ' 9 4

low enerjy satellites extending down to 4, 8 eV. In the M4 -NN Auger spectrum

of kryp..., the corresponding lines9 3 are grouped around 55 eV with satellites

. of significant strength down to 25 eV. However, a close examination of our
electron spectrum for xenon for intensities below-10 W/cm2 , although revealing

several prominent lines in the 8 - 22 eV region with spacings matching10 2 ' 1 0 3

the nown92

the known 4d - 4d fine-structure splitting of 2 eV, does not give5/2 3/2

evidence for the expected features in the 1v 35 eV range. At the same time,

as described in Section III.A and shown in Table III,a and Fig, (5), the main

features of the observed electron spectra for xenon at intensities below

10 W/_''2 can be understood as arising from ATI-ladder sequences involving
t Xe 2+ 3+

the formation of Xe+ , Xe , and Xe with allowance made for the production

of certaia identified excited ionic states. Experimentally, the accidental

coincidence, for 193 nm radiation, of certain ATI lines with the energies

characteristic of the low energy satellites of the xenon to 4d-Auger decay

prevents isolation of any Auger features even if present in the data. Never-

theless, the possibility exists, that under appropriate circumstances, an

- inner-sh .1l, vacancy produced in a nonlinear process would undergo an Auger

14 -1
decay with a rate on the order of 10 sec and electron energies characteristic

104
of the UAiarge state involved. Since an atom responding in this way would

be stronqly perturbed by the intense ambient electromagnetic field, considerable

105
energy '-. fts, 'Yariations in the level widths, and changes of the branching

ratios for Auger transitions are expected. In this connection it is interesting

.J.-

,,~ . *. ... .... . .....' , ..
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to recall that, in p;*iinary experiments 4 conducted at 193 rnm intensities

in the 1016 - 1017 W/c2 xuJe,:evidence was found for the production of

energatic radiation (10 eV 4W )< 80 eV) emitted by xenon with irradiation

unda- collision-free conditions. Radiation of this energy could be produced

by Ez-r-shell transitions8 6 or the emission of flouresence, following, the

mul .)hoton excitation of a near resonance in the outer-shell of a xenon

ion. However, since no evidence for such a process has been found in the

ele , zon spectra, the probability for this process at intensities below

'V 101 5 W/cm2 must be fairly low unless the process of autoionization is

suppressed or energetically forbidden._

5. impetition between Direct and Sequential Processes

The present results on electron spectra indicate that the process of

se,4 i,-,-ial ionization, modified by the presence of ATI, dominates the

production of the electrons observed. However, it has also been indicated
1 9'20

that a direct mechanism of interaction, capable of producing both multiple

103
ionization and inner-shell excitation, could occur if certain motions

of thc atomic outer-shell electrons can be driven by the incident electro-

mag-xtic field. In the competition of these two mechanisms, we now examine

th;. ture of the conditions necessary for the enhancement of the direct

pro,:ess.

In order to maximize the probability for energy transfer between multiply

*I exc:ited configurations of outer-shell electrons and those occupying inner-shell

orbit3, the decay rate of the outer-shell excitation by electron emission must

be sufficiently lowI0 6 to permit the overall act of multiquantum absorption,

involving both the excitation of outer electrons by the radiation field and

the inter-shell energy transfer, to occur. Specifically, we want the escape

of ' trons from the vicinity of the atomic potential to be retarded. A

%x 12>
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possible eans to achieve this is through the presence of the pondercmotive

pot ial (of E. 8)

e2 2: e2N (t)

U(Iji,t) - 2 (12)

provided that its strength can be developed with sufficient rapidity to effec-

tively discourage electron emission into the available channels. In expression

(12) the explicit dependencies on laser intensity I through the field strength

2o, frequency w, and time t have been indicated. One possible statement of the

condition necessary is that the ponderamotive potential U (Iw ,t) increases an

amount equal to the quantum energy (Xw) in the time scale T characterizingI e
electron emission during the course of irradiation. In this situation, the atomic

electrons experience a sequence of closing channels at succesively higher energies

as radiation is absorbed by the atom. This statement can be written as

U (I, b ,t) (13.t (13)

e

Since the ponderomotive potential [cf. Eq. (8)] can be written as

2"Te2 I
2w 2U(Ir',t} A I Mt (14)
meci

the result

di(t) mc)(3
= (15)

dt 2We2T
e

follows. If, for simplicity, we consider a triangular pulse with a maximum

intensity I which rises linearly in time over a period T, equation (15) for

the theoretifally required condition can be put in the form

2 ='XW 
- (16)

2we Te
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or equivalently,

0 0Qu)4:-=O (17)

and a'deo c the fine structu~re constant.* In exrsso (I} for tetm

scale r ne: - ary, tvo parameters occur. One characterizes the maximum intensity

wi Io;a factor under experimental control, while the other is the electron emission

time re , v Lewed in this simple picture as an intrinsic atomic parameter. It may

11bIe, of cotuse, that 'r is influenced by the instantaneous intensity and the order

~N of the process, but these complications are not considered here.

An approximate value for the time scale T can be related to the data

on the electron spectra shown in Table III, Fig. (3), and Fig. (5). We observe

that, although ionic excited states are evident, no levels with excited

configurations are present. Specifically, no state representing a configuration

involving :., excited (n,t) orbital is detected and,; as discussed in Section III.A,

no influence of such excited states was seen on the intensity distributions

of the observed electron spectra. This experimental fact suggests that the

* process o electron removal is adiabatic with respect to the electronic

orbital motion. Equivalently, shake-up arising from the electron emission

is negligible. Since all the ionic species of xenon listed in Table III.a

26 5 -

have states with excited configurations lying approximately 105cm above

their respective ionic ground states, the time n should be long compared to

3.3 x 10c6osec in order to respect this condition for adiabaticity.

Therefore, for the estimates furnished blow in Table V, we witl use the

--15value T at10 -sec.

f- g u r o -- i a

: ' . inolvg -, exie,,j rbtli deece ,,di-a dicuse in, Section .- .: ;... . . II.I.A.:.: :.. ,
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Table V contains. a compilation -of the parameters for several extant studies

of collision-free nonlinear processes and gives the characteristic ranges over

which these - eriments have been pirformed. 71m conditions of these studies Pan

then be compared to the criterion stated in Eq. (13) by the introduction of a

factor y dejined as

Y= I-/- , (19)

the experimental counterpart of the theoretically required condition stated in

Eq. (16). The column (0/y) then gives a direct measure of the departure of the

experimental conditions fro that expressed in Eq. (3),. Specifically, values of

O/y 1 indicate that the necessary conditions are not satisfied. The large values

of O/y shown in Table V demonstrate that all the experiments conducted thus far

fail to satisfy the conditions of Eq. (13) by a significant margin, most by factors

of a thou.r;wnd or more. Therefore, within the framework of this type of physical

picture, ti,.- sequential process would be expected to play the major, if not dominant

role, in ;Jvrse experiments. Finally, a comparison of the peak ponderomotive potential
17

U (Iex, W ) a- tpearing in Table V for the experiment of Baldwin and Boreham, who

observed a aximum electron energy of 400 - 500 WT, shows that the observed electron

energy corresponds approximately to a value one order of magnitude lower than the

peak ponderomotive potential. This correspondence qives an indication of the physical

significanc' if the criterion estimated with Eq. (13).

We now inquire into the possibility of entering the reqime for which 13/y < 1,

the range of intensities and pulse widths which is in conformance with the qeneral

criterion of Eq. (13). On the basis of earlier estimates4 ,19 ,20 it has been suqqested

that the direct process is favored if the atom is exposed to a radiative electric field

2 18 2
E significantly gieater than an atomic unit (Ea - e/a ). ?a intensity I o  10 W/cm

a value corresponding to a few atomic units of-electric field and believed to be

technically feasible with modern light sources, would satisfy this condition. There-

fore, we will use this intensity scale in order to eatimate the maximum pulse width

periss~bl ,,r'248 rm radiation. Pt the wavelength of:248 nm, Ii =.3.9 x, 1013 W/cm 2 ,

w -k w
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29 2

or eqiv~aently, 0 -8.5 x 1029 w/m-e m yo /y I1 implies that

-p U 1.2 7 10-12 sec. Therefore, a Kff" (248 rm) source capable of , I ps

18 2operatici and focusable to ". 10 w/cm would enable experlments to be

coaducce3 under the appropriate. physical conditions. Fortunately, the technical

feasibil I ;v of such an instrument is manifest, so that studies in this inter-

esting physical regime will be conducted in the near future. According

to this aualysis, with irradiation at 248 nm at a peak pulse intensity of

18 210 Wim , the electrons would be trapped in a ponderomotive potential

with a 2epth of several kilo-electron volts.

Finally, the simple picture presented above can be viewed in a manner

similar to that used in the description of atomic collisions which involve

a curve crossing.10 8 If the transitions between adjacent "dressed" levels1
0 9

corresponding with the ATI channels are regarded as a level crossing phenomenon,

then, i,. n -alogy with the collisional problem, the canonical energy parameter

becomes A ., and the time scale associated with the transition corresponds to

T He' .- , the standard condition for adiabaticity, and, consequently, a low
be

transitL _. rate, is given by

WT >> 1, (20)
e

IV. Summary

Th'v energy spectra of electrons generated by collision-free multiphoton

ionizat-,n of Xe, Kr, Ar, and Ne exposed to picosecond 193 nm radiation have

been studied up to an intensity of 105 W/cm . In addition to the appearance

of -the ogost order ionization lines, all spectra exhibit above threshold

ionizat r-n (AT) transitions, although with tonsiderably lower intensity. The

probabi. s of ionization and the branching into specific final ion states

Im~Rq~* ~ -
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appear sensitive to the presence of near-resonances with excited atomic states.

Ie rapid decrease in the electron line intensity with increasing nonlinear

order N of the process, in coparison to corresponding spectra obtained at

visible and infrared wavelengths, is qualitatively in agreement with calculations

of the tiansition probability which take into account certain features of the

interaction including the temporal laser pulse shape and saturation. No shift

of the measured electron spectral features could be unambiguously attributed

to the dynamic stark effect or the influence of the ponderomotive force.

Furthermore, the influence of excited ionic eonfigurations, multiply excited

valence shell levels, or inner-shell excited states on the observed intensity

* patterns of ATI-lines appears to be negligible.

a-- In the formation of higher charged ions, the data indicate that the

sequential liberation of electrons is the dominant process governing the

interactivn over the range of physical parameters studied. This characteristic

of the process is most evident in the electron spectra exhibited by xenon. In

this case, the appearance of overlapping ATI-ladder series shows that the

sequential mechanism is the main process leading to the formation of Xe
2+

and Xe 3 .

The closing of specific low energy channels due to the influence of the

ponderomotive potential has also been observed and the intensities at which

these channels are suppressed conform qualitatively to that predicted

theoretically. It seems possible, that in properly conducted experiments,

that this effect could be used to measure the maximum intensity occurring in
i the focal voli'Ie.

An examination of the competition between mechanism of direct multiple

ionization and sequential ionization leads to the conclusion that, given the

range r, ,hysical conditions studied, all experiments conducted so far are

a%



expwetd to strougly favor ionization by the sequential proess. Conversely,

enhincemnt of the direct process may oca in a Physical regime for vich

the ___-_(-asion of electrons if. Io energy channels is sufficiently retarded by

the 1, 0C ence of the ponderomotive potential. The conditions necessary to

ex~i-, this situation can be experimentally realized by modern ultraviolet

soux(L:. ; operating in the sub-picosecond region.

Phe two-photon line for Xe, the'-lowest order ionization process for that

mat_ IL at 193 nm, is-located energetically adjacent to the-aitoionizing

Rydbf'ci series which converges to the 5 s 2
5 p5 2 Po excited ion state. This

fea _,. is observed to split into a well resolved doublet at laser intensities

be; .. 101 0 - 0 W/cm2 . This observation has been tentatively interpret.td

a .sing from the Autler-Townes effect.
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TAULS II. Relative ion charge state abundance for :es ir, and Ar obtained

in an ion tius-of-flight experiment 3  uder condiio comparable

to the present electron data. Based on this distribution, the

expected relative electron production rate in purely sequential

*. or direct processes, respectively, are given.

RELATIVE ION CHARGE STATE
ELEMENT ABUNDANCE 1+ 2+ 3+ 4+ 5+ 6+

Xenon ions 49 31 17 2.6 1.1 0.27

electrons 56 29 12 2.2 0.8 0.15
sequential

electrons 27 35 28 5.8 3 1
direct

Krypton ions 82 14 3.3 0.3

electrons 82.3 14.5 2.7 0.25
sequential

electrons 68 23 8.2 1
direct

Argon ions 91 9

electrons 92 8
sequential

electrons 84 16
direct

(:/.
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TABLE I=.b. Important multiphoton channels of ionization in the production of

- krypton charge states by the sequential mechanism. Listed quantities

are represented similarly to those In TABLE IIX.a.

cow1 ,wIucrnsin MId Cev)
K . 424p610 +3 Y,4Y,5,6T +Kr I + "2 .5 2 _0, ~-

a4 4p 42s + e- -.5.24,: 11.65, 10.Q69':2407

S r 4s 4p 53/2- + 4,5 4s24p43p2 + e- 1.08-:7.49

-~~ 3-a 4Y,5Y P1 + e :..52 6 .e93

d 4y,5y 3P0 + e- 0.43; Q84

5y 5 2+ 4s 2 4p 41D.. + e- 5.67-

f Y I0S + e- 3;J8'

N s2 4 3+ 2 34_0S Kr 4s24p4P 2 + 6y,7y Kr 4s 4p S33/2 +.e 1,.I 57;7.98

3P + 6y,7Y + e : .01,7.42

i 0 + 6y,7y + e ....0.92j.7.33

ID 2 + 6y,7Y + e- .6.16, 12.57

k 'S + 6y,7Y + e .3.88, 10.29
"4 0

TABLE III.c. Important multiphoton channels of ionization in the production of argon

charge states by the sequential mechanism. Listed quantities are repre-

sented similarly to those in TABLE III.b.

cODE PCESs B ENEr (eL
3s2 3 6 1 S +.1 2567 +3 2 - 5 2 -0

Ar p 0 + 3/2p e 3.48,.9.89,.16.30 ;22;71,29,12
b0 3r 3/

2 520 2+*2 43
bs + 3p P + 5Y,6Y,7Y Ar 3 . 3 p, P2 + e 4.44, 10.85, 17.26

C 5Y,6Y,Y 3P + e- -4.30, 10.71, 17.12

3 -d 5Y,6Y,7Y P + e- 4.25, 10.66, 17.07
Ye 5,6Y,7Y - + e ;2.70, 9.11, 15.52

f - 5T,6Y,7Y + e  - 0.31, 6.72, 13.13
-7 - -__._ __ __.__ _ __"_ _ ___"_ _. ,__,______._._,_,____._____,_.____.,_-__.____._____,.._._,.-,- ___-__._- ___,_'_._.__ .-_ . --
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• FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1- Schematic diagram -of the electron time-of-flight spectrometer.

Also shown are the z-dependence of the magnetv field on the z-axis

and the magnetic field configuration with a helical path of an

electron moving from the high field interaction region to the low

field region at the detector.

Pig. 2: a) Calculated form of the time-of-flight electron distribution for

2
monoenergetic electrons. An anisotropic cos 06-distribution for

the emission angle e° relative to the z-axis is assumed. For 10 ev

electrons, 90% arrive at the detector with a time difference of

AT/T - 1.8% corresponding to AE = 380 neV. Retarded to 1 eV in

the,i drift tube, the figures are AT/T = 0.8% and AE ' 17 mev.

b) Measured linewidth of the three photon absorption line (5.24 ev)

Kr t n ntnsiy f . 1111 2
in Kr at an intensity of v 5 x 10II W/cm , leaving the ion in the

2 o3/2 ground state. The dependence on the retarding voltage and

gas-',. pressure is shown. The change in energy resolution and the

influenee.- of space charge effects are evident.

S.Fig. '3: Typical electron times-of-flight (TCF) spectra for. Xe, Kr, 7r, and Ne:

irradiated with a 193 run laser pulse of u 5 psec duration. The line

identification is given in the schematic energy level diagrams showing

relevant energy levels, multiphoton transition (sinqle arrows) and

electron emission lines (double arrows). Excited neutral and ionic

configurations are indicated by the boxes below the ionization limits.

Background lines are labeled are BG. The "prompt" line generated

by scattered 193 nm radiation impinging directly on the channel

plate is follwed by a group of photoelectrons produced on the

accelerating grid placed in front of the detector. The experimental

S. -
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U "'l"es, Continued •

Parmeters associated with these spectra ate listed in Table 1. The

Inset in the k TOP spectrm was taken with a retarding voltage

of- -2V. The intensity of the line at " 3.3 61 is underestimated in

this recording.

Fig. 4: Laser intensity dependence of the Xe TCF electron spectrum recorded

at low 6nergy resolution (no retardation). The electron energy range

spanned is between "v 0.3 dV and -- 100 W1.

Fig. 5: High resolution Xe-electron energy spectrn recorded at a 193 m

15 2 -7
laser intensity of "' 10 W/cm and a gas pressure of " 4 x 10 Torr.

The energy scale has been calibrated at low laser energy, where the

lines are unshifted (see text). The identification of the lines

with their respective above threshold ladder series is shown on top

of the spectrum. The letter labeling refers to the specific

-4 sequential processes listed in Table lIX.a to which the main component

of the observed line is attributed. The associated number indicates

the number of the photons absorbed.

F ir. 6: Splitting of the two photon 0.7 El electron emission line observed in

xenont as a function of increasing 193 nm intensity at a gas pressure

of "a 10 - 6 Torr. Only the 10 nsec ISE component of the 193 nm laser

pulse was used for excitation.

9 -V. '
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